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Abstract of thesis entitled: 
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In this thesis a GIS-based CAD system prototype of evaluating visual quality of urban natural 
landscape environment is presented. This prototype is an indispensable component of the 
integrative Visual Sustainability research, and offers a calculable and visualizable technique to 
urban visual natural landscape assessment. This scientific method provides precise data to 
estimate the visibility of natural landscape in urban construction actuality. Furthermore, it can 
also work out supporting information for maintaining and protecting valuable visual landscape 
resources in further planning. Introduction of this methodology intends to improve the natural  
• landscape cooperation in China urban planning through visual protection. _ 
Combining with popular CAD software such as AutoCAD and Microstation, the research team 
uses Arc View GIS software and its 3D Analyst extension to accomplish a set of research 
procedure, which includes data modification, model making, viewshed and view sensibility 
analysis. In addition, this system can create simultaneous 3D scenes or hire other information 
media as reference tools for professional analysis, design consultation and intercommunication. 
The core technologies of this proposed system are viewshed calculation and overlay analysis. In 
viewshed analysis, human visual characteristics are simulated by a series of ergonomics 
parameters of viewpoints. Viewshed of each viewpoint can be calculated into vector data and 
mapped by polygons identifying which region is visible and which is not. Overlay function of the 
proposed system is used in visual sensibility analysis to achieve the division of higher visual 
sensible area which indicates the common visible area from different viewpoints. Additionally, 
viewshed maps and visual sensibility results can add more information to mark out the areas that 
can satisfy certain visual parameters such as appropriate visual angle or visual distance. These 
overlaying results can visualized the visible areas into hierarchical visual perception quality 
categories in order to define the visual landscape significance of particular planning regions. 
A case study was operated to evaluate this system. The case is in Zhongshan city, Guangdong 
Province of China. Jinzishan hill region is the study site that picked by collaborating discussion 
of research team and the local government. It is located on the edge of urban built-up area. 
Abstract 
Jinzishan massif is the prominent landscape element of the surrounding environment. There are 
three topics in Jinzishan visual perception in this paper. The first topic is the visual quality 
evaluation of the intersections of its surrounding road system. The second is the integrated visual 
perception of two main roads called Qiwandao and Bo'ailu. Finally is the analysis of the hill 
skyline visual quality in surrounding area. The analysis results in GIS vector data can be 
converted into popular data format and combined with other spatial information for practical 
application. And comments for future urban planning are collected and analyzed by professional 
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'I Research Introduction 
Chapter 1 
Research Introduction 
This thesis proposes the concept of Visual Sustainahility in answer to the challenge of 
natural landscape management in current China urban planning. Visual Sustainability of 
urban natural landscape aims to maintain valuable natural landscape resources with high 
visual quality in urban space throughout the future urban development. As to human visual 
perception, natural landscape is the most stable component in urbanscape composition. 
Continuky of steady natural landscape which is of much larger size than artificial urban 
compositions also determines the constant general urban recognition. Furthermore, in the 
extent of visual scenery, this strategy instructs urban planning to offer protection, adaptation 
or recovery to important natural visual landscapes. Through essential analysis of different 
cases, exercisable procedures of visual sustainability solutions redound to amending the 
confusions of natural landscape planning in modem China urban developments. These "j 
solutions are also helpful in improving urban visual environment quality, ecology pattern, 
regional spatial characteristics maintenance, ancient cities' formal preservation and so on. 
The methodology provided in this thesis is an indispensable part of the whole Visual 
Sustainability research procedure. It offers a primary technique to evaluate the visual 
significance of urban natural landscapes. Such visual significance consists of visibility, 
visual sensibility and visual angle limitations. A prototype system presents a quantitative 
method to calculate these elevation data. It also work out visualizable references as well as 
the above mentioned scientific data to support planning decision making. This system is also 
efficient in visual impact assessment of further development through the same technique. 
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1.1 Background 1: Natural character of traditional China urban planning and 
its modern challenge 
As Joseph Needham described, "the Chinese so faithfully incarnated their great principles 
that Man cannot be thought of apart from Nature, •. • nothing could fail to be in China, with 
the landscape quality of all the planning. Chinese architecture was always with, not against, 
Nature" (Needham, 1971. pp. 60-61). It is generally acknowledged that one of the most 
significant characteristics of Chinese traditional urban planning is its relation to natural 
environment (Pregill and Volkman, 1999; Sun, 1994; Zhao, 1990). 
Nature integration and its visual value 
Natural elements are absorbed into traditional Chinese urban spatial structure. For a city 
located in wavy terrain, hill's contour shapes into the urban formation (Figure 1.1). In plain 
sites, water bodies surrounded by vegetations, either in natural pattern or artificial 2 
amendment shape, present themselves as garden characters to enrich the urban landscape 
^^  :� \ \ aesthetics (Needham, 1971) (Figure 1.2). 
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Figure 1.2 Central water system of Beijing in Figure 1.1 Recovered planning of Zhongdu 中 Qianlong Period, Qing Dynasty. Based on 都 of Ming Dynasty. Source: Dong, 1988. Zhang, 1994’ p26. 
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! element of the regional natural landscape is t o o、：：、；^)、:族! ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
large to be enclosed into the city's built-up 
boundary, it may appear as the controlling ”、乞：一》 
environment of the entire urban formation. In ""；/7 ‘ …禽* 
this case, the urban space has to assort with 
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regional scale (Figure 1.3). 霸 一 ^ ^ •� 
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Right: Ancient maps of Nanjing city in different periods. Source: M 1 
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i 
i 
i In urban planning, to treasure landscape's visual perception is the main approach to show 
Chinese's respect to the nature. Therefore, natural landscapes are considered as the most 
valuable visual resources in ancient Chinese cities. For instance, in a well-developed old 
Chinese city, there is always a tradition to choose numbers of Jing 景(sceneries) to sum up 
！ the several famous showplaces of that city. Labeled as Eight Jing 八景，Ten Jing 十景 or 
- - < Sixteen Jing - p A ® , this kind of landscape description concentrated the most representative 
.j 
sceneries that can reflect the city's unique urbanscape. Summarizing from ancient 
documents, almost all of these sceneries are natural landscapes. 
？ Form: the mountains and hills. """" 
In ancient China, urban 广； 
Line: the contours of mountains and f Form • — - - j planning programs such as rivers. L „ _ J Color: blue of the skies and rivers;  choosing site, evaluating t , " 
white of the clouds; and green of "'一 -I -V. 
l a n d s c a p e a n d p l a n n i n g o r the vegetation and mountains. Line f , " ; /广工： J 
Texture: the trees, grass, and rivers. 
constructing were all 一 , , 
b Balance: White Tiger and Blue � -�；10：‘ 
instructed by Geomancy Dragon. 匕一  
Axis: the implicit lines of the cross. 4 I technology, which is called  I Harmony: the human modifications 7^-77— 
I ！BBJQTIGG .�••:"•�•�^ �.•^•"•^   
I Fengshui in C h i n e s e . integrating the natural landscape: ;； ' -I _ . , , , and Axis ‘ i .� Dominance: the background i 
I Fengshui "embodied ... a ——二 
I mountains and the front view.  I f ~~™ i m a r k e d a e s the t i c c o m p o n e n t , Variety: the combination of I 、， p j ^ j , numerous formal elements. Integrity " \ which accounts for the great ‘ 
Integrity: the enclosed, integrated 
beauty of the sitting of so space. 厂 ； 
\isual , “ ‘ Folded landscape increases the " � - • "二 / ： 
many farms, houses and variety , � > : 
visual variety，depth, and …：‘  
v i l l ages t h r o u g h o u t C h i n a . " penetration. 
nvr 儿 t Presence of water: the front river. Presence of � 、。： 
(Needham, 1962. p. 361) In 
Natural landscape: dominance of the water � � … ’ . � \、妄 
Other w o r d s , a p p r o p r i a t e mountains and vegetation, and few _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ _ human influence. , , ~ , . I natural environment of urban Natural vs. human 八 … ： : ； 
elements, and openness ,'、、"：:：、、、；、； 
constructions also provides "：―上 
aesthetic value in visual 
Figure 1.4 The ideal Fengshui Location and the Formal 
qua l i t y ( H i g u c h i , 1983) . Aesthetic Model and Psychophysical Model of landscape assessment. Based on Han, 1995. pp 29-30. 
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Modem studies indicate that an ideal Fengshui space structure can also provide high visual 
i quality (Han, 1995) (Figure 1.4). This proves that the nature integration model of Chinese 
I 
urban planning tradition has its unique significance in visual landscape. 
I • 
J 
Western style adaptation: modern China urban planning practices 
From the middle of Nineteenth Century, Chinese cities entered the stage of modernization. 
'I 
！ 
I ‘ j The whole traditional system on which old city structure established collapsed under the i 
j attack of new urban function, public facility requirements, fresh building types, commercial 
( 
development and innovative life styles (Dai, 1992). Urban Planning had to face the rapidly 
increasing urban problems by which the urbanization and modernization accompanied. In 
i 
this case, traditional Chinese planning system is impossible to deal with the new 
circumstances. So adopting western experiences and theories seemed like the only choice. 
In addition, the earliest group of modem China urban planning was done by either foreign 
colonial planners or native planners with western education background. These planners ""“....…_.............. 
5 
logically followed the strategy that emphasized on city's material functions. As a result, the 
natural landscape visions, which fell into the downgraded string, could not play so vital a 
role in urban landscaping as before. On the other hand, in western planning styles, urban 
landscape is presented by artificial construction. It rediscounts the importance of natural 
landscape in urban organization. From Figure 1.5 to 1.7，we can observe that in the 
梦 零 赚 I 
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'I Research Introduction 
earlier modem Chinese city planning, the urban space arrangement and main urban 
j landscape area still simulate the classical composition style (Compiling Group of History of 
！ Chinese Architecture, 1986; Teaching and Researching Section of City Planning of Tongji ] 
j University, 1982; Yang, 1993). Although the Utopian Garden City theory, which was quite 
similar to the traditional Chinese principles in the concern for natural environment, had also 
-f 
been adopted in China urban planning practice in this period, it was only applied in special 
regions planning, such as habitation area. It scarcely contributed to the general city planning 
ideology. (Yang, 1993) 
With the functionalism approaching into modem China urban planning, the original 
natural-friendly urban context of ancient cities wore away tardily. In the beginning phase of 
China urban modernization, "most city planning either totally obliterated the historical urban 
regions theme or dodged about them. There had been zero practical effort in old city renewal 
planning.，，i (Teaching and Researching Section of City Planning of Tongji University, 1982. 
p. 213) However, there were still a few ^ ^ ^ “ (S-夕入八,心广、<;〜；：：、一了��� 
attempts that tried to revive the traditional 、 二 ? 'C^Sr 
、) 产、r�广& (、-。"" 
natural landscape treatment, such as the ^ 、 + 八 、 之 i V n J ^ 
central political region planning in the , [ 7 
aborted Nanjing Capital Plan 首都計畫[J / 讓艮 |、、 〜f^^t；“ 
1/ ft宅M中i ^  « ® « I j： 巾央職 
(Figure 1.8). i L二 二iJ J 界縣醒斌 
Z - � ，^，‘ .zj" -
After the foundation of the PRC in 1949, Figure 1.8 Central political zone of Capital Planning of Nanjing. Source: Dong, 1988, 
China urban planning began to leam from 
the Soviet Union's experience (Gong, et al, 1989; Dai, 1992). Actually the Soviet Russian 
model or the so-called Socialistic City still follows the same planning theories that have 
affected China decades before. Its urban space composition is still in neoclassical style 
(French, 1995). And the urban planning strategies continued on along the functionalist road. 
Therefore, although about 150 cities drew out new urban planning programs (Gong, et al, 
1 Chinese original text IS對於歷史上留下來的舊城，大多數規劃採取一律抹煞和逃避的態度，對舊城的改 
造規劃未進行實際的工作。 
！ 
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'.'•J ；j 
1989)，few of them showed the evidence of integrating with nature landscape. Likewise the 
city innovations maintain no traditional urban structure that related to natural visual 
landscape (lAUS of Tsinghua University, 1993). 
t 
】 j Nature reversion: current situation and the challenge 
Geared by the rapid commercial development, from 1980s, a new stage of China urban "I _ 
construction began. New planning theories concerning ecology and landscape architecture 
were introduced into planning practice (Dai, 1992), In planning and architecture design 
fields, urban natural landscape reverted to its deserving position, at least in ideological sense. 
Besides professional practices and academic researches, laws and codes for setting up 
standards in natural landscape conservation in urban planning were also promulgated by the 
government. Many of these legalized items clarify general design principles coherent with 
nature. And the statutory planning compendium prescribed the content of nature preserving 
I approaches. The words nature reversion can express the alteration of the tendency in ；“ 
8 planning practices and researches in this period. 
Although nature landscape has received more recognition, there is still challenge in urban 
planning operation. That is the recognition of visual perception of natural landscape. The 
problems caused by functionalism planning strategy are little improved. In natural landscape 
system, the visual perception is only a tiny subset that is often counted out in urban planning 
formulating. However, in traditional Chinese planning like Fengshui, the visual 
consideration is proved to be successful integrated into predefined system. But the 
segregative modem planning methodology is prone to detach the interrelated subsets of an 
integrated system and operates them separately. It may cause a mistake that neglecting the 
visual perception as an intrinsic part of urban context as other landscape components. That is 
the main reason that natural visual landscape slowly dies out despite of so many efforts in 
planning regulations and theoretical studies. 
The modem planning of Hangzhou 杭州 is an example illustrating the negative consequence 
I 
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i I of the above-mentioned problem. The artificial texture of this city was once perfectly 
I 
1 mingled with the West Lake and surrounding mountains. Such symbolic urban context was 
i 
I describe as “Clouds and mountain surround in three quarters, and the West Lake occupy the 
j rest 三面雲山一面、湖” (Figure 1.9). ！— ： 1 
i il ^ . 0；. i 1 ‘ 一 、 山 ： , 
I Unfortunately, this basic urban texture was ^ “ 
i ignored in the planning from 1950s to 1980s. , . ,:一 )々巧 
1 It eventually made a landscape sorriness that \ 龙；絵t产 f � ’ \ 两浪 
！暑 high-rise buildings offensively emerge in the ^ - A^mu 厂 ^ 
. ” �f ， ‘ 二 、 二 、 � vision of beauty spots as obstacles of the ^ , 
t sceneries. Moreover the collective buildings' 丨“^〒主导m商上城 bMif^ '^ s,!^  
i . ••丄 ‘ J • J. • ‘ iumm Hi "uj政册ft項 州 1=1.1 
images constituted an immediate menace to - —™~ J the peace and harmony between the city and Figure 1.9 Urban structure of ancient Hangzhou 
j city. Source: Wang and Zhu, 1996. I landscape, which had lasted for more than 
1 I one thousand years. This situation is partly resulted from the ill-considered policy in which 
i . ！ designated Yananlu 延安路 as the urban axis. This strategy lured the urban construction  
9 
丨 core switching gradually to the lakeshore region in recent years. Sardonically, according to 
j 
i the original general planning, the guiding policy does indicate that the whole urban 
I J I development should expand northward to maintain the inherent context of the urban 
j , 
historical lakeshore region (Wang and Zhu, 1996). In this case, it is obvious that the 
deficiency in proper supporting methodology can completely ruin any correct strategy. It is a 
big challenge in urban natural landscape planning faced by Chinese planners. 
！ 
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1.2 Background 2: Urban Natural Landscape Planning Approaches in China: 
Theory, Research and Practices 
In this section, these approaches are reviewed and divided into three categories: 
development of general strategies or traditional methodologies researches; introduction, 
application and innovation of overseas landscape theories and methodologies; and 
； . exploration of factual practices of indigenous urban planning. 
• . 
1 
strategic solutions and traditional methodologies researches 
In the field of urbanology of China, the topic of Shan-Shui City 山水城市 is the most 
popular subject in recent years. Prof. QIAN Xuesen invented the concept and intended to 
！ 
j combine the spirits of Chinese ancient landscape poem, landscape paintings and gardens into 
I modem urban planning and construction (Bao and Gu, 1999). Estimated by the criteria of 
ripe theory, the Shan-Shui City strategy is not qualified enough to be a formal academic 
10 
theory in that almost every ingredient of it is incomplete to constitute a scientific framework. 
But as a forerunner, Prof. Qian submitted an integrated skeleton in urban natural landscape 
solutions for China modem urban development. Since this strategy incorporates natural and 
artificial environment, traditional and modem culture, science and humanities (Bao and Gu, 
1999), it is quite similar to Fengshui. The only difference is Shan-shui City strategy is 
exoteric to other planning theories and methodologies. But this strategy, like most of those 
approaches in Chinese style, also has shortcoming in operation. 
In professional research, Fengshui is still an important application domain in which 
researchers intend to settle natural landscape planning issue through integrative methods. 
Wang (1992) made achievement in explaining the mystery of Xing and Shi Theory of 
Fengshui 風水形勢說.The connotative planning strategies of site planning, which improve 
visual perception quality through site planning arrangement coherent with terrain style, are 




I “ i 
I 
i Han (1995) introduced western landscape theories to evaluate ideal landscape patterns of 
Fengshui planning. 
• i 
n ; nOOTA olo^ ^.^c^r^f^rl a I巳形成的I待形成的 自然I人文 
Qi (1997) also presented a 城市景觀城市景觀 景觀 景觀 
~ 丨 I I I ‘ ― H H — ‘ 
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Figure 1.10 Urban visual environment study framework 
Source: Qi, 1997’ p300. 




Yu (1987b) is the precursor that firstly introduced western visual landscape concepts and 
theories into China. Yu (1986, 1988a) presented various models and overseas studies of 
- I j 
I    
j landscape evaluation. In his thesis, different types of visual landscape management 
i 
frameworks, as well as technologies of visual quality evaluation and impact assessment were 
： recommended to practitioners. Furthermore, accompanied by cases studies of lakes, 
mountains and national park in China and other experiments (Yu, 1988b, 1989，1990, 1991a, 
I ； 1991b;Yu and Ji, 1992), many concepts or technologies of visual landscape, such as visual 
•i 
sensibility, landscape aesthetic evaluation, and developed landscape evaluation models were 
demonstrated by concrete practical applications. Yu (1987a, 1988c) also tried to establish 
.1 • 
landscape aesthetic evaluation models to match Chinese distinctive landscape character. In 
！ addition, Yu (1988b, 1992; Yu and Ji, 1990) discussed the influences of culture and 
professional background of Chinese sub-groups in landscape visual perception. 
j From the academic point of view, Prof. Yu has made an unparalleled achievement to the 
development of landscape aesthetic evaluation of China. His most significant contribution is 
the demonstration of practical landscape formal aesthetic evaluation. Additionally, his efforts 
to decode visual environmental information into quantitative models are helpful to other 
I researchers (Zhao, 1995). But as Prof. Yu is an academician instead of a professional planner, i 2 I j 
there is still a distance from his theory to the practical urban planning application. It is 
j mainly because of the complexities of highly specialized procedures and model operations in 
I 
I his theory application. Besides, his technique cannot supply sufficient visualized reference 
information for design supporting. 
Lu (1999) presented the most systematic Visual Impact Assessment (VIA) methodology in 
Chinese text references. In his publication, VIA was introduced as a component of 
Environmental Assessment (EA). And some popular VIA systems were referenced and 
incorporated like a single framework. Its fundamental part is the introduction of practical 
technologies into visual recourse assessment and visual impact assessment including 
detailed Scenic Beauty Estimation (SBE) method and Visual Management System (VMS) of 
USD A (United States Department of Agriculture) Forest Service (USDAFS). Comparing 
with Yu's works, technical description of Lu (1999) is more maneuverable in practical 
application. 
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Other maneuverable urban visual landscape analysis methods were initiated by Liu et al 
(1999). Seven items that associate with urban visual landscape quality were introduced. 
They are visual region, visual frequency, visual corridor, dominant view direction, vertical 
scales, skyline, and spatial scales. Furthermore, subject appreciation of landscape was 
I discussed through curtly adduction of some popular landscape evaluation- behaviors. It is 
I notable that some models of GIS based urban visual landscape analysis were applied in case 1 
I ‘ ； studies. The measures in this document provided more maneuverability than those of other I , 
j correlative Chinese publications in balancing China urban planning operation habit and 
pursuing the reliabihty and validity of analysis. 
I 
Liu (1999) used remote sensing data to predict visual landscape quality. Special computer 
software was designed to quantify landscape beauty through raw data of terrain and 
j 
vegetation. This research succeeds in the technological exertion of integrating data 
collection, computer decoding, information disposal, landscape evaluation, and visualized 
output (Liu, 1999). In addition, the establishment of the twin concepts of Kuang and Ao 曠奧 “ 
I I (open and close in space) reveals the attempt in creating natural landscape assessment 
•i ‘ 
！ i standards under traditional Chinese cultural background. 
I :� 
I . 
Indigenous urban planning practice 
I New approaches in landscape reservation in estate utilization were described in the 
I i 
I controlling detailed planning of Wulong District of Yichan, Hubei Province (Yu and Wan, 
2000). The strategy of this development in such mountainous and rivers wildland is defined 
as cooperation of artificial and natural landscape instead of positive landscape protection. In 
schematic planning, the following five principles were employed as the fundamentals of 
landscape planning: 
1. Maintain region topographical conformation for low impairment to inherent landscape 
ecology and visual scenery. 
2. Use opposite scenery and borrowed scenery in road landscape design to establish 
！ 
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echoes to wild landscape. 
3. Avoid visual barrier towards natural landscape elements by building distribution and 
height control in planning. 
4. Introduce visual analysis to locate scenic spots and viewpoints for visual landscape 
quality enhancement. 
：； 5. Allocate urban open spaces to adjacent natural landscape components for an integrated 
i . 
urbanscape (Figure 1.11) (Yu and W a n , … — � � �,广 长 , / 
I � - / , m ^ 4 
丨 2000). . . 、 - 々 、 z 产 : f � " : ’ 
Guilin in Guangxi Province is a typical � 、〈；、；、：/：“^？^二込‘r/气 \ 
\ i � � 、 ， 广 乂 龙 》 、 森 • 勿 
I Chinese city that blends the artificial urban 一: s V I 
！ construction into rivers and hilled landscape, i ,务� 二 is 图 gj 
i , … /J < � … …“ 
Since the urban area has been established ‘' •-- [ -- -- - ^ 
i Figure 1.11 Water-relative space and landscape for more than two thousand years, it is 
management diagram. Source: Yu and Wan, 
important to keep the continuity of the � : —--
; 丨 i.C 今 ‘ 
historical urban structure that integrated with | ‘ 14 
natural environment in renovation planning. {； < ^ f f ^ ^ ^ ^ M 
The planning project .offered by Wu et al — ！ 
(1999) evaluated Guilin's landscape with a ” � 拭 / � 
sustainable development view. Adjusting of T，今�W转 1 
： 丨 歡 巧 、 
spatial layout and function, compressing “ 、#、’：/: / *�二一 1 
construction in available traveling zone, and �卞 二 , 
‘一广恭z'Z ； consummating of traffic systems are the / : , . • 1 . 1 . . I � c i ? \ solutions to improve urbanscape conditions. | 站线's"- TS “ 
i I i：：："  -r ： Besides these approaches, on the base of | 二二； 
； 然弄效s商 
j 微 U-t®. 
； documentation of historical urban natural ::]"':,�;£.«), 
landscape recourses, this project took on a Figure 1.12 Landscape system analysis of 
i Guilin. Source: Wu, et al, 1999. Strategy to establish a hills-water-city 
.51 
j landscape character through integrating urban space with natural landscape structures as the 
i I primary policy. This methodology is described as "four lakes and two rivers, one circle with f ：為 i.1 . I考 
猶 i I Research Introduction 1 
9 
•• 
• double axis, nine peaks surrounding single core" (Figure 1.12) (Wu et al, 1999). The 
漏 1 
盖 supporting technologies are traditional visual planning manners such as visual corridor, 
g viewpoints, opposite scenery and so on (Wu et al, 1999). 
宅 
m 1 2 As described in last section, the urban natural landscape composition of Hangzhou abounds 
d 
i in cultural and historical context. Wang and Zhu (1996) firstly analyzed the relation between 
1 the mountainous topographic features and the old city pattern (see Figure 1.9). The •i || official-approved urban planning strategies applying to regional planning of the conjunction d . ：丨 areas of West Lake adopt the conclusion of general urban structure analysis. In this planning, i 
I urban visual landscapes controlment played a significant role. Firstly, Baoshishan 寶石山 m 
i (Precious Stone Hill) and Wushan 吳山 were selected as the fundamental references in -j d urban visual landscape skyline organization. Secondly, visual perceptions of important 遍 •j • 
� 1 viewpoints of West Lake tourist region acted as the standards of evaluating building height 
I and skyline images (Figure 1.13) (Wang and =::zz  
I Zhu, 1996). In this case, urban natural | ^ J P g ^ g ^ ^ ^ f f i , _ _ 
i landscape planning is successfully integrated [ 会 肩 丨 f i ^ ' " 15 
I with visual scenery management. Urban 丨’ 
I historical and cultural context conservation ：旨•磨一 
3 and ecological pattern enhancement also 
i benefit from this planning (Wang and Zhu, . \ “广‘ 
1 _ 厂1卜 gffl,己�£•)距"^ �! 0: u t -li d 1 711 ^ —   
1 Although many achievements in China urban , . . . i • u^ u- u • u. . , I & Figure 1.13 Analysis of building height control 
i natural visual landscape planning have been in Hangzhou. Source： Wang and Zhu, 1996. 
s i made in recent years, we can still find a lot of problems from this review of correlative 
I 
1 documents. First of all, this topic has not draw enough attention from professional urban 
i planning field yet. And the researches about it are still insufficient. In two decades, only one 
paper introducing visual landscape evaluation theories and methodologies (Zhou, 1995) 
has been published on core journals of China urban planning. Almost all of the related 
introductions and applications in profundity actually go out of the Chinese customary urban 
'I Research Introduction 
J i I 
planning career and leave little influence to practitioners. Secondly, approaches of urban 
；,,1 
visual landscape management have gone to two extremes. One involves complicated or 
intricate procedures and parameters adopted from western style methodologies. The other is 
the schematic instruction of general strategies or policies in urban planning decision, which 
is ineffective in solving practical planning problems. Moreover, most of the material 
i •f 
methods widely used in recent planning practices are based on 2D manual operation in site 
I plans or sections. Therefore, their reliabilities are questionable because of inadequacy of 
！ • i scientific manners. At last, all of the theories and methodologies introduced are based on 
I i overseas researches. Few efforts have been made to adapt them for Chinese planning .1 i I particularity. The prototype system presented in this thesis tries to make up these defects, 
j 
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1.3 Visual Sustainability Research Definition in the Proposed Visual Landscape 
• I Analysis System 
The analysis of Visual Sustainability of urban natural landscape includes evaluation of 
current visual landscape resources, visual impact assessment of potential development, and 
, integrated solution of regional planning or adjustment to development projects. The 
I framework of the Visual Sustainability analysis for urban natural landscape planning 
supporting can be divided into five subtitles: supporting theory framework; historical value j . 
j and topographic analysis; visual landscape evaluation; visual impact assessment; and 
landscape and urban planning. The last three themes are the main tasks of the prototype 
system presented in this thesis and discussed in detail in the following sections. Supporting J ‘ 
] methodologies include historical documents survey, field work for information collection 
j and data measuring, GIS based visual landscape perception analysis, and CAD solutions for 
information communication and expression. They are available in both the entire Visual 
Sustainability research and the prototype system. Particular of such methodologies are also ^ 了 




Visual Sustainability Analysis Framework 
] The theoretical framework of this research is established on both visual landscape evaluation .i. •i . 
I and VIA theories. The psychophysical models of landscape evaluation are of the most 
j reliable one among all of the landscape evaluation methods (Yu, 1988a). These kinds of 
I models intend to determine mathematical relationship between the physical characteristics of i I \ the landscape and the perceptual judgments of human observers (Daniel and Vining, 1983). J ！1 j In contrast, although the Formal Aesthetic models have been found to be deficient in 
] 
[ sensitivity and reliability, it is much available in practicabihty (Yu, 1988a). Therefore, basic 
concepts and some completed models of these two methods are employed as visual 
evaluation standards. The visual impact assessment model adopts the VIA applications 
framework of Smardon et al (1986) in which the related VIA systems of agency, practitioner 
3 
• 1 
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and research approaches are synthesized to propose a landscape evaluation structure. The 
above-mentioned models are discussed in the next chapter. 
Historical and topographic analysis includes the information collected from city annals and 
maps of different historical periods. Firstly, it can provide the original landscape structure or 
urban style of the city in a large sense. Secondly, such information can evaluate the value of 
certain natural landscape resources from historical documentation. For example, the 
frequency of one scenic component intoned in poems of different dynasties reflects the • i • i importance of landscape in social psychological perception. Also, the fieldwork is an 
I indispensable means for data collection and paper information comparison. 
.i 
I The essential references of the urban tradition include the traditional urban structure 
！ i 
j combined with natural elements. Its data can be expressed from the following aspects: 
j 1. Visual landscape structure illustrated in 2D plan, especially in the interaction either 
among several natural landscape resources or between natural landscape and artificial 
build-up areas. 
18 
2. The developing trend of build-up region. It is easy to find out the growing tendency and 
calculate the rate of development by overlaying the maps of different periods, provided 
i V 
i that these maps offer adequate information detail. 3. The character of visual image and its quality. 
； 4. Special view points for urban natural landmarks. 
1 ] • ;j 
I . . i Landscape evaluation is defined as a program of measuring landscape visual quality 
I (Jacques, 1980). The method of describe the landscape visual quality can be either subjective 
丨 or objective. Physical geographers always intend to measure landscape parameters to reveal 
.i 
,1 ‘ 
'] visual quality, while human geographers evaluate the quality through qualitative individual 
and societal attitudes toward landscape (Dearden, 1985). The Visual Sustainability research 
of urban natural landscape employs both of quantification and qualification. The physical 
characteristics of visual landscape are measured to improve the validity of reference and the 
convenience of practical design adoption. Qualitative approaches introduce the judgments of 
panels of human subjects (Orland et al, 1995). They are more corresponding to traditional 
1 
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•J 
methodologies in planning evaluation and communication in design and management. 
Visual impact is described as "the significance and/or severity of visual resource quality 
change as a result of anticipated activities or land use that are to take place (or have taken 
] place) on or adjacent to the landscape. "(Army Corps of Engineers, 1984) VIA model of 
. 1 
i Yeamans (1986)，which is illustrated detailedly in section 2.2, is introduced to process the 
j VIA in the Visual Sustainability research. 
• I 
i Based on entire analysis program, a hierarchical system to classify urban natural landscape 
• •；1 . resources in terms of visual qualities, significances, and maintenance levels is launched. As 
for the field of urban planning, the Visual Sustainability analysis acts on the following five 
1 I aspects: •J 
•！ • I 1. Determination of the control areas as well as its planning indexes such as plot ratio, 
• 1 1 • 
building height and so on，allowing for the visual perception of certain natural 
I landscape resource.  19 
I 2. Exploitation of the visual potential of new landscape resources. 
I 3. Recovery of the visual landscape structure in developed zone. 
I -'I ‘ 
j. -v • I 4. Evaluation and protection of the natural landscape resources in new town planning, i i 5. Adjustment of implementing urban planning in order to achieve the Visual j 
-：! ‘ Sustainability principles. 
•；i i • I Such results are adopted into further urban planning and architecture design projects. \ \ I ] 
j 
1 
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I I 1.4 Proposed Research Scope of the Thesis 
I _ 
i T h i s thesis presents a GIS-based CAD system prototype for evaluating visual perception 
， quality of natural landscape within urban environment. The proposed research scope is the 
I methodologies for visual perception simulation, mapping and visualization to supporting 
1 j landscape evaluation and VIA programs in Visual Sustainability approaches (see Figure 3.2). 
w S w 
: Through a case study, this thesis illustrates all the procedures including data modification, 
I model making, viewshed and view sensibility analysis as well as design aiding presentation. 
I The outcome of these systematical operations is a group of quantified spatial parameters for 
i _ i further urban planning controlment. This prototype serves as the core technology of the 1 ； proposed Visual Sustainability of urban natural landscape study. i •1 I •j The Visual Sustainability of urban natural landscape studies is proposed to meet the request 
J 
I of China urban planning actuality. Therefore this CAD system prototype of design and 
I operation should first fit itself to its adoption in the current planning operation process of  
I on 
� China. Secondly, because it is the ordinary users of design and management instead of the 义 J original professional researchers that will eventually operate these analysis procedures, the 1 
m 
1 system should be simplified enough to operate. To meet these requirements, large amount of 
I the procedures run on the previous software familiar to the users in computer operation. And 
I . . . . I most of specialized functions are operated in dialog boxes format to keep its simplicity and 
I perspicuity. 
] 
J In addition, because most of correlative Chinese planning organizations are equipped with 
1 
* the low-end setup computers, the proposed system should be able to operate on medium and 
I popular equipment supporting. In this study, the prototype system is generally runs on 
I . desktop machines in CPU750/128RAM with Windows2000/NT software platform and 
I portable machine in CPU600/128RAM with Windows98 desktop platform to insure its 
1 I potential of applicability. 
The case study which is conducted to evaluate the proposed system is in Zhongshan city, 
Research Introduction ^  
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Guangdong Province of China. Jinzishan Mountain region was picked as the study object. It 
locates on the edge of urban built-up area. We carried out a study for this real urban site by 
means of this system in collaboration with local government. This study expected to work 
for preparing and testing the regional planning instruction items. Three topics are chosen in 
the study analyzing the visual perception quality of the hill: 
1. Evaluate the visual perception quality at the intersections of surrounding road system of 
the mountain through the calculation of viewshed and visual impact. 
I , 
2. Evaluate visual perception conditions of two main urban roads with the above methods 
and the overlaying operation. 
. . ! 3. Evaluate visual perception of mountain skyline by viewshed calculating and overlaying 
• . 
techniques. 
At the end of the case study, a real development project is appraised in terms of the visual 
! analysis framework for the above-mentioned system prototype. 
21 
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Literature Review of Landscape Evaluation and VIA Technologies 
Chapter 2 
Literature Review of Landscape Evaluation and VIA 
Technologies 
The word landscape was not introduced into English languages until the sixteenth century. It 
originated from a Dutch word spelled as landskip in English, which means paintings of 
beautiful scenery (Smardon et al, 1986). Most of the definitions of the landscape concept are 
emphasized in landscape visual perception (Grinde and Kopf, 1986; Wherrett, 1996). 
Therefore, in landscape evaluation theories and methodologies, visual significance of 
i landscape is considered as the kernel. Landscape visual quality is also the criteria in these 
assessments. 
22 
Related to this topic, worldwide researchers and management agencies have brought forth a 
great deal of analysis technologies on visual landscape evaluation (Wherrett, 1996). Most of 
these methods are concentrate on wildland or rural countryside landscape (Smardon et al., 
1986). In this chapter, only parts of researches, legislations and cases that closely related to 
the proposed research of this thesis are specified. Meanwhile, planners and scholars of China 
corresponded actively to the landscape planning challenge of China. Their achievements are 
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2.1 Landscape Evaluation 
Methodologies or theories of landscape evaluation (LE), also called Landscape Assessment 
(LA), always consist of landscape description, classification, analysis and evaluation 
(Copper and Murray, 1992). Unwin (1975) described three phases of landscape evaluation. 
First there must be landscape measurement, and inventory of what actually exists in the 
1 
landscape. Secondly, landscape value should be measured. An investigation and 
measurement value judgment preference of visual landscape is conducted. Finally, there is 
the landscape evaluation, an assessment of the quality of the objective visual landscape in 
terms of individual or societal preferences for different landscape types (Unwin, 1975). 
Wherrett (1996) divided the methods of landscape elevation into three categories: 
^ descriptive inventories, public preference methods (Arthur et al, 1977) and quantitative 
.丨 • holistic techniques. 
Descriptive inventories 2 3 
I 
I 
i The techniques for assessing scenic resources largely consist of descriptive inventories, 
i 
including both quantitative and qualitative methods of evaluating landscapes by analyzing 
and describing their components (Arthur et al, 1977). Descriptive inventories can be 
categorized into two groups-- classificatory and non-classificatory methods. Classificatory 
methods first classify the survey units according to their general similarity, and then evaluate 
the resulting clusters. Formal aesthetic models, for example, are typical methods in this 
category. Non-classificatory methods (e.g., ecological models,) investigate the relationships 
between selected landscape components and environmental quality, and then make out 
prediction of landscape quality by the identified relationship (Briggs and France, 1980). For 
the descriptive inventories methodologies, the process is first to identify the scenic elements 
(such as landform and visual effects), vegetative patterns etc., then draw out their 
descriptions or ratings which are primarily based on traditional values within the landscape 
3 ‘ 
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It is the basic theory of the formal aesthetic models that aesthetic values of the landscape are 
regarded inherent in the abstract features. Basic forms, lines, colors and textures and their 
interrelationships are the formal properties presenting the aesthetic quality (Daniel and 
Vining, 1983). The first step of these models is to analyze the landscapes into these formal 
abstract properties. Then it turns to inspect the relationships between these elements and 
classify each area in terms of variety, unity, integrity or other complex formal characteristics. 
It requires the formal training to carry out this procedure, thus an expert, usually a landscape 
architect, is always the one engaged in the methods. But these models are quite deficient in 
valuing landscape quality relative to other social values, as well as in setting the 
fundamental criteria of sensitivity and reliability (Daniel and Vining, 1983). 
The Visual Management System (VMS) developed by the USDA Forest Service, for 
example, is a formal aesthetic model. It aims to evaluate scenic resources within a 
land-management framework (Daniel and Vining, 1983). Basing on the assumption that  
24 
scenic quality is directly related to landscape diversity or variety, VMS uses character 
classification (such as gorges, mountains, foothills and plateaus), variety classification (form, 
line, color and texture) and sensitivity level (referring to the relative importance of the 
landscape as a visual or recreational resource), and thus seems more quantitative and holistic 
than descriptive inventories in some cases. 
Public preference models 
There is an assumption that in our society exists a broad consensus upon what is considered 
to be of high landscape value, and thus comes the public preference models. It is also 
assumed that "visual quality (or value)" of a landscape, which is rated on the basis of an 
observer's individual preference of the whole landscape, is an intrinsic property of landscape 
and can be stated objectively (Jacques, 1980). The public preference models are the superior 
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diverse and changing perceptions of individuals. Unlike the measurement techniques, which 
rely on the definition of factors to explain variation in landscape quality, the preference 
approach embodies its essence on the judgment of the landscape in totality (Dunn, 1976). Its 
typical representatives are the psychological models, such as Kaplan and Kaplan's models 
series and Phenomenological models (Daniel and Vining, 1983). 
Questionnaires or verbal surveys are the most commonly used nonquantitative method for 
sampling scenic preference of various groups (Arthur et al, 1977). Other media such as 
photographs (Shuttleworth, 1980; Wade, 1982) or even sound (Anderson et al, 1983) can 
reduce the variation of the perception of different individuals, but are difficult to be applied 
in evaluation. As shown in past studies, the individual perceptions are affected by both 
subjective and objective aspects, such as the personalities of the observers, their locations, 
the duration of observation, the socio-economic profile of the observers, as well as the type 
of physical characteristics of the landscape and the dynamics of its components and its 
complexity (Amir and Gidalizon, 1990). 
25 
Quantitative holistic methods 
Quantitative holistic methodologies combine two approaches: quantitative public preference 
surveys and landscape features inventories. The combination of measures of landscape 
quality with physical/biological and social features of the environment is the requirement of 
making accurate prediction of the implications of environment (Arthur et al, 1977). The 
quantitative holistic models, e.g., the psychophysical and surrogate component models, are 
those compromise the descriptive methods (which assess the effects of landscape elements 
on overall preference by summing evaluations of individual dimensions) with the preference 
models (which emphasize the interactions of landscape elements by evaluating the scenic 
quality of the entire image) (Buhyoff and Riesenman, 1979; Arthur et al, 1977). 
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such as land cover, land use, forest stand structure, and arrangement, and statistically 
relating them to scenic quality judgments (psychological responses like typically judgments 
of preference, aesthetic value or scenic beauty), and thus attempt to establish mathematical 
relationships between the physical characteristics of the landscape and the perceptual 
judgments of human observers (Daniel and Vining, 1983). They have been shown to be very 
sensitive to subtle landscape variations and psychophysical functions have proven very 
i ‘ 
j robust to changes in landscapes and in observers (Daniel and Vining, 1983). Of all landscape 
assessments, these methods have been subjected to the most rigorous and extensive 
j evaluation. 
'1 However, the development of these models is hindered by the high cost and time-consuming 
I . ‘ 
J process. Besides, they are confined to a particular landscape type and to a specified viewer 
1 
•j population and perspective, and cannot efficiently meet the long-term requirement (Daniel 
j 
\ and Vining, 1983). It is the very structure if these models that limits their explanatory value i -j 
\ and wide generalization (Buhyoff et al, 1994). 
26 
i • 
Methodological problems and error in models 
\ -
I “ 
j All these type of models are suffered by methodological problems that can affect 
interpretation of results. For example, there is a disputation about whether numerical ratings 
.1 \ of landscape beauty represent people's preferences for the landscapes, their judgments of 
j 
scenic beauty of the landscapes, or both. Considerable viewpoints argue that scenic beauty 
I judgments differ from scenic preferences (Arthur et al, 1977). According to Jacques (1980), 
J 




There are some persistent errors in the evaluation of landscape, as identified by Hamill 
(1985). His literature lists out the following seven types of error examples: incorrect use of 
..I 
numbers derived from place in a classification; incorrect use of numbers to stand for words; 
use of spurious numbers in simple mathematical operations; use of bad data in complex 
•i y I 
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I ‘ 
mathematical and statistical operations; use of data that does not satisfy requirements of the 
model; use of numbers to support, derive, or demonstrate meaningless, spurious or useless 
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2.2 Visual Impact Assessment Technologies 
"Visual impact on landscape quality is concerned with physical changes introduced to a site 
by a new development activity. “ (Amir and Gidalizon, 1990) It is a part of landscape impact 
assessment or environmental assessment (EA). Figure 2.1 illustrates the relationship of 
visual impact and landscape (Institute of Environmental Assessment and The Landscape 
Institute’ 1995). T ^ M o ^ M m f i ^ S ^ 
e g. impacts on 
Landscape 
Local Distinctiveness 
In landscape evaluation, landscape is S ' S i r S S 
popularly recognized as a resource and a ：  
j FACTORS THAT CONTRIBUTE TO THE LANDSCAPE 
I variable that should be considered in land 一 F a c t o r s h _ F a c t o r , 丨 二 a s s o 一 
i Geology Archaeology ‘ H 
Landsform Landscape History Other Sense? Cultural 
Frainage Land Use/ Sounds Historical use decisions (Dearden, 1985). And the i°j!fogy SgTl^d ？a=s 
i Climate Settlements Touch 
I _ landscape visual significance is IILZZZZZIZI 
i VIASUAL IMPACTS 
•i e.g. Impacts on 
acknowledged the most sensible 《二  阳 
® Visual Amenity component in landscape changes and land  Figure 2.1 The relationship between landscape 
28 use innovations. As a result, VIA becomes and visual impacts. Source: Institute of 
. Environmental Assessment and the Landscape more and more important in landscape Institute. 1995, p l3 
evaluation. In standard environmental 
assessment impact (EAI) reports, VIA is an essential component (Institute of Environmental 
； Assessment and The Landscape Institute, 1995). Smardon and Hunter (1983) outlined six 
I 
major steps of VIA process, which is regarded as a general approach to VIA in consensus 
(Yeomans, 1986): 
.i 1. Conduct the landscape description, or inventory; 
: 2. Assess user (or viewer) characteristics; 
j 3. Make preliminary line-of-sight determinations; 
i 
1 4. Establish key viewpoints; 
5. Assess impacting activity/land use characteristics; 
6. Prepare a visual impact assessment and mitigation summary. 
•1 
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technologies by Wherrett (1996). Psychophysics is a tool that assists to assess and predict 
the scenic beauty. Video-imaging is valuable in presentation of visual land use impacts to 
researchers, planners and the public as well as in prediction of visual impact. Expert systems 
are branched from artificial intelligence researches aiming at "a computer system that uses a 
representation of human expertise in a specialty domain in order to perform functions 
similar to those normally performed by a human expert in that domain" (Bishop and Hull, 
1991). GIS provides the technology for the inventory of predictable variables and scenic 
beauty impacts. It also offers the underlying spatial and temporal database for the inventory 
and prediction of the visual resources under changing land use conditions (Bishop and Hull, 
1991). 
I Visibility analysis is a basic technology of VIA. It appears in three typical applying forms: 
intervisibility analysis to build levels of visual impact, dead ground analysis to identify the 
portions of the landscape backcloth in the designed object, and the identification of optimal 
location for vegetation screen placement (Kennie and McLaren, 1988). Mapping visible 
regions of all of the viewpoints can promote detailed interactive investigations according to 29 
the portions of landscape. It can point out which portion in a development might be 
problematic and suggest what should be altered to reduce the visual impact (Fels, 1992). 
Quantifying the visible area from any given spot is an objective measure to figure out to 
what extent a viewer can observe if there is a change in land (Miller, 1995). The critical 
portions in future development can be identified, and the key viewpoints can be located 
(Fels, 1992). 
Now we review a unique VIA system called Visual Threshold Carrying Capacity (VTCC), in 
which visibility is employed as one of the two evaluation standards. In this study presented 
j • by Oh (1998), the VTCC is applied to evaluated large-scale developments in the downtown 
Seoul. The technology of view shed computing is based on CAD modeling. Importance of 
landscape recourses and different parts of each landscape element are categorized according 
to their overall visibility. These integrated values are the consequence of VTCC analysis. 









I mapping visual corridor locations and restricting the building height in these corridors. 
• 
I Other well-documented VIA systems of integrated technologies are noted below. In order to 
• 
~ compare with the system prototype discussed in this thesis, most of the collected cases deal 
• p 
I with rural environment or wildland. These instances show the different ways towards the 
• I effective VIA procedures experienced by land management agencies, practitioners and 
az ^ researchers in United States, Canada and Europe. 
1 I 
1 • 
I The U.S. Visual Management Systems M 
^ I 
兰 ！ 
m J In U.S. there are four typical systems related to the visual assessment used in 
I 
I decision-making supporting by government agencies. They are the Visual Management I 
I System (VMS) of the USDA Forest Service (USDA Forest Service, 1974)，the Visual 
m 
； Resource Management (VRM) of the USDI Bureau of Land Management (BLM) (USDI 
I Bureau of Land Management, 1984)，the Landscape Management System (LMS) of USDA 
I  
I Soil Conservation Service (SCS) (USDA Sol Conservation Service, 1978)，and the Visual 30 
I Impact Assessment (VIA) of the USDOT Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) i 
I (USDOT Federal Highway Administration, 1981). They are believed to be the most 
f； ~ well-documented methodologies in landscape assessment field. Meanwhile, these systems 
-I are also demonstrated by those representatives VIA applications in North American. 
& I 
； In general, the VIA procedures developed in the BLM's VRM system is the most systematic. 
^ The VMS actually does not include any fixed procedure for VIA application, but it employs 
i 
I a tool named “visual absorption capability (VAC)" in particular projects. The FHWA VIA 
§ 
! uses ocular photographic simulation to collect visual response and professional judgments to 
! 
I evaluate the compatibility of the existing landscape (Itami, 1989). Further comparisons I g 
among these systems are illustrated in table 2.1. 
Table 2.1 Comparison of US visual assessment and impact systems. Source: Itami, 1989, p218; Smardon, 1986. 
f USDA Forest Service USDI Bureau of ； USDA USDOT Federal 
‘‘ / 、 、 、 、 \ 々 ’ ， z , ; ‘ - \ � � � � \ 
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F 
！ pg驗誇、、：「:::：、、�p-.- ?:.’：, 
老 LANDSCAPE Physiographic Units Physiographic Units Physiographic Units Physiographic Units 
CLASSIFICATION Character Types, set landscape context Visibility Viewsheds from 
Subtypes Highway Corridors 
SCENIC Visual Variety of Landform scale and Landform Vividness 
ASSESSMENT Landforms, Raggedness Vegetation Intactness 
Waterforms, Vegetation Variety Water Unity 
Rockforms, Water size/dominance Structures (man-made , 




Negative Cultural ‘ 
Features | 
PUBLIC Importance of Use User attitudes and use Use Volumes Use Volumes I 
- I S E N S m v r r Y Areas volumes Environmental Control Landuse compatibility 
.； i Distance Zones Distance Zones Cultural, Scientific, Local Cultural Values 
: I 
Viewsheds Viewsheds educational Value 
MANAGEMENT Scenic Assessment and Scenic Assessment and Scenic Assessment and Not Applicable 
OBJECTIVES Public Public Public 
Sensitivity combined Sensitivity combined Sensitivity combined 
to generate to generate to generate 
management management management 
objectives objectives objectives 3 I 
VISUAL IMPACT Visual Absorption Visual Contrast rating Priority of landscape Photographic 
i ASSESSMENT Capability, estimates for existing landscape architecture treatment Simulation 
site screening potential and proposed uses 
Yeomans' Recommended Framework 
The Smardon and Hunter (1983)，s framework of VIA procedures is modified and amplified 
in Yeomans (1986). In the proposed model, each step or phase synthesizes the effective 
methods of earlier agencies, practitioners and researchers. This model intends to offer an 
elementary reference for landscape evaluation in landuse of rural and wildlands (Yeomans, 
1986). Six phrases of this model are listed below: 
-
1. Landscape Description. The base of VIA is the landscape description or inventory. The 
quality of the preliminary stages affects the accuracy and reliability of VIA. 
2. Observer Characteristics. Evaluating the observer's reaction to landscape is the primary 
intent of VIA process. Therefore, the observer's characteristics are indispensable in the 
\ I \ 
\ 
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program. 
3. Line-of-sight Determinations: In this phrase the analysis region can be divided into seen, 
partially seen, and unseen areas from given key viewpoints through possible paths. 
Chief parameters of these viewpoints, such as observer position, viewing distance zones 
lighting conditions, are also determined. 
•i 
4. Key Viewpoint Analysis, Sensitivity Levels, and Scenic Assessment. Although the 
visual sensitivity and scenic assessment can be made in last phrase, the factors will be 
i I better understood by establishing key viewpoints, which are "directly related to the | 
point where scenic attributes are most affected."(Yeomans, 1986, p. 211) ; 
：丨 - i 5. Assess Impacting Activity/Land Use Characteristics. It includes subtitles of impact I 
j -i assessment, project aesthetic, internal aesthetics, relational aesthetics, environmental •i . I 
aesthetics, and visual absorption capability (VAC). 
1 
i 6. The Visual Impact Assessment and Mitigation Summary. Illustrated in Figure 2.2. 
I 
) (Yeomans, 1986) 
Study EXISTING Sluiiy PRO!»OSgD ^ J • 
Pttfft场POUQH StMUl,ATlCJN(3) 
\ 
Conduct BASIC Ooacrib« proi^ ct Prepare ROUOH Rat» visual impact tor SIMULATiONO? <iacH of r«<"d«>2tlanod Ra1» ov«raU visual project impact »<»v«rlty ' ' " 入 • ^ “I RC-OE3tON {»roi<)ct |Com&&f« wltti V.R；?, Clasa'*} to radu^ o^ Ran4r««t * / \ tn critical viauai 
I 丨ty / \ (mp.ct 的…u* I 
• \L - • ‘ I APPROVAL of PROJECT i j MmdATiON S«f«Ct CRmCAL {wltirrseomw事rvdattoru ftt<tuk«d ViSUAU EUEMeNTO) to r«duca vi，》«M 及 with high impact ccntmst ratitttfa • RATtHct- viauAt Gwj^ irry JIATINQ 
CtASrJ- VfJUAL BE30URCS e^MasTtVtTY CtA33 
1 “ 
J 
；I Figure 2.2 Mitigation procedure for typical 
projects. Source: Yeomans, 1986，p216. 
Originally from Smardon, R. C•，Sheppard, S. 
RJ . and Newman, S., 1984. Visual impact 
assessment manual School of Landscape 
\ Architecture Occasional Paper No. ESF-009, 
I C.E.S. and F.，S.U.N.Y.，Sycracuse, New 
1 
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2.3 CAD and GIS Approaches in Landscape Architecture, its Visualization 
Technologies and Visual Analysis 
CAD technology has been extensively applied in landscape architecture field as either 
graphic tool or analysis support. Eisner (1979) describe five scopes of CAD employment in 
landscape architecture application: visual landscape analysis, overlay mapping of 2D grids 
or polygons, psychological and sociological statistics, visual region analysis, and CAD in 
； I I landscape description. From the professional point of view, there is overlapping among these | 
j 丨 i I 
丨 subjects. Trying to arrange the related information of landscape evaluation and VIA, we | 
•j . summarize the IT applications into five categories in this part of review: ； 
1. Computer simulation and representation. This topic is the most popular CAD usage in i I I • ； landscape architecture. Landscape surface model, computer-generated perspective, 
4 ‘ 
rendering, and photomontage or COMB image are employed as the visualized media in 
landscape evaluation (Wherrett, 1996). 
2. Database and data processing. Most of the analysis functions of landscape evaluation  
are based on this subject. GIS and the automatic statistics of VIA are of the typical 3 3 
applications. 
3. Mapping technologies. Besides the automated mapping (AM), CAD also improves the 
technologies of overlying and decoding. Mapping technology is the conversion tool of 
visualizing the computerized data results into design utilization in dominant scales. 
； (Hanna and Culpeper, 1998) j 
4. Modeling of landscape evaluation. All of the phases of landscape inventory, landscape 
i value measurement and landscape quality assessment can be quantified and computed 
I in CAD or other IT systems. (Wherrett, 1996) 
i 5. Decision support systems (DSSs). It is an artificial intelligence (Al) or expert system 
I (ES) based IT application. 
\ • 
i . 
Geographic Information System (GIS), because of its advanced abilities in quantifiable 
analysis, data processing, integrative design supporting and products delivery for long 
distance, has been extensively used in different fields. GIS has already become the most 1 
！ j 
j 
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important tool in landscape architecture in the last few decades (Hanna and Culpepper, 1998; 
Hanna, 2000). In fact, landscape architects and site planners are the very forerunners in the 
beginning stage of GIS development (Hanna and Culpeper, 1998). And GIS becomes more 
and more feasible for landscape and site planning. Some popular GIS packages, including 
ArcGIS, MGE, Maplnfo, Genasys and AutoWorld, are widely used by landscape architects 
and site planners (Hanna and Culpepper, 1998; ESRI, 2001). Arc View GIS, a member of 
ArcGIS family that adopted as the basic application software in this dissertation research, is ‘ 1 
among designers' favorites (Hanna and Culpepper, 1998). 
I 
Nowadays, GIS application in landscape architecture and site planning has been customarily 
regarded as a part of CAAD. And on the other hand, it is more convenient to integrate the 
: CAAD system with GIS in recent years (Hanna and Culpepper, 1998). Since the dissertation 
1 • -J i research is a GIS based study, only GIS-related CAD approaches are reviewed in this section. 
In addition, this review specially discusses the CAD and GIS approaches in landscape visual | I 
analysis technologies. ！ 
34 
Application of GIS combined with CAD in 3D visualization j 
J • ‘ 
1 
Integration of CAD and GIS for landscape representation or visualization is usually used in 
dynamic simulation. One of the typical applications is elaborated by Lange (1994). First a 
digital terrain model (DTM) of study region was generated by ArcINFO software. Then the 
i . 
i CAD models were inserted. Finally a digital oithophoto was superimposed on the synthetic 
i 3D topological model to enhance its reality. The quality of static images, real-time animation 
j or video simulation is accessible in experts evaluation in VIA (Lange, 1994). 
\ 
I Mayall and Hall (1994) put forward another 3D landscape modeling process. This process 
I unites both the data handling capability of GIS and the 3D modeling capability of CAD. 
Users can obtain quite real 2D and 3D digital representations of landscape status as well as 
modifications. Numerous planning applications such as facility sitting, environmental 
impact analysis, transportation routing, and resource allocation, can be visualized quickly 
1 
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and effectively. 
GIS Application in Visual Landscape Theme 
Using GIS to assess visual landscape management and planning is another trend in recent 
vi two decades (Bishop and Hulse, 1994). Amir and Gidalizon (1990) let experts to define the 
landscape characteristics that contribute to high visual absorption capability (VAC) and then ] i •j 
used a microcomputer-based GIS to combine these factors into VAC maps for Mt. Camel, 
-j Israel. Steinitz (1990) used a GIS to map visual preference for a part of Acadia National Park, 
i USA. Other studies also present the feasibility of mapping landscape visibility through 
i • 
cartographic information. Brown (1990) utilized map-base data to make estimates of the 
j parameters that can be extracted from photographs. Schroeder (1988) showed that the visual 
j: impact of hillside residential development could be predicted reasonably well with 
i 
.,1 1 measurement of aerial photographs. Iverson (1985) detailed procedures whereby the visual 1 • •：!, j magnitude of landscape features could be predicted from GIS data of distance, slope and  
35 
I aspect measures, 
i 
I . 1 - -
：! _ Bishop and Hull (1991) developed a procedure of using computational capabilities of GIS in I visual landscape values predicting. As a necessary component of effective visual resource 
•1 J management system (VRMS), this procedure predicts visual impacts of potential land use. I • 1 . 
！ And GIS helps a lot in visual analysis. It provides technologies for data storing and 
manipulating to predict outcome inventory, store and display. Although visual values 
computed in this method may not be attained in details compared to traditional ground 
j survey, considered from the criteria set forth by Daniel and Vining (1983), its reliability, 
sensitivity, validity and utility are much better than those of traditional manual method 
(Bishop and Hulse, 1994). Bishop and Hulse (1994) improved those strategies and used GIS 
to map scenic beauty in some details over a large area. In conjunction with the visualized 
technologies such as panoramic video of local studies, the visual value assessment can reach 
the same level made by an expert in this field. Counting in other attributes, this system may 
be able to give prediction in preliminary assessments for a new area without the need of 
1 
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local calibration studies. 
Hadrian et al (1988) used a high-resolution GIS to develop a partial VRMS to application for 
a specific visual problem. They created a GIS containing topography, zoning built forms, 
vegetation density and road orientation as map layers. This system employed a predictive 
model to map the distribution of visual impacts for any given electricity transmission line 
route design. The model took account in distance between observer and towers, complexity 
i I 
of vegetation between observers and towers, attractiveness of tower environments, 
i attractiveness, orientation, nature of use and rate of observer environment, and the masking 
I effects of terrain and buildings (Bishop and Hulse, 1994). 
•( . 
,1 j • 
! Miller et al (1994) described an approach that utilized GIS to assess resources from the 
i 
J 
1 • • j perspective of recreation through evaluating scenery and visual impact. It involves in three j , 
•j types of analysis, which are local scenery, wide area, and viewpoints, and four types of view 
that can be analyzed with digital data, distant, close, panoramic and corridor (Miller, 1995). 
I Intervisibility analysis is accomplished by many applications of viewshed mapping 36 ] i procedures, such as projective and reflective, individual and composite. The results of 
I 
丨 temporary alterations can be observed and evaluated in the topographic model (Fels, 1992). I ； i -� 
Such techniques include projective and reflective mappings, single and cumulative 
mappings (Fels, 1992), and color-coded impact mappings (Evrin, 1993). 
1 -
I 
； GIS and visualization is another theme in visual landscape analysis. GIS, modeling and 
visualization need cooperate in an interactive computational environment. An ideal model 
must feed back the visualized data, which in turn help the human operator to adjust the 
J ‘ modeling parameters. The model of Bishop and Karadagli (1996), for example, can make 
！ choices among several decision options before the visualization begins, thus set up an 
immediate link between modeling and visualization, and finally make control adjustment to 
create new image. 
Realistic simulation is a previous distinct activity in the development of GIS driven 
visualization (Bishop and Karadagli, 1996). The term "virtual reality" denotes a state that 
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simulates the interaction between user and suppositional environment not necessarily in real 
time (Berger et al, 1996). This method unites the spatial display capability of GIS and that of 
GIS based modeling of environmental impact into high-performanced visual simulation in a 
multi-channel graphic environment (Bishop and Kafadagli, 1996). Landscapes are rendered 
in perspective views with actual elevation and lands cover data, so designers can depict 
realistic scenery (Berger et al, 1996). 
1 
•j •  
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3.1 System Framework 
i I 
The proposed system prototype is designed in the light of the framework illustrated in Figure 
！ 3.1. Intending to assess the study urban area in general, the system's functional operation is 
divided into five main subdivisions: information collection, prestudy and modeling, visual 
analysis, output, and decision making supporting. 
The information collection aims to gather any relevant reference of the researched landscape. 
Besides the objective topography and construction data, background in culture, history and ；. j 
other context of the urban landscape have to be studied to value the cryptic landscape  38 
significance. This step is a simplified application of the historical and topographic analysis 
program of Visual Sustainability research. If further urban development projects are 
evaluated by this system, the 3D or 2D project and urban planning drawings are also 
i required. The landscape skyline of landscape element and vision of selected viewpoints are 
s the most important prestudy theme. The determination of the protected skyline and the 
i selection of viewpoints are drawn from the facts like importance of landscape elements, 
i 
I inherent landscape pattern. Such facts are the conclusion of the above-mentioned basic 
information. The 3D digitalizing and modeling of topography and buildings are also 
j 




Viewshed calculation, overlay operation and 3D visualization are core supporting 
technologies of this system. These operations produce viewshed, visual sensibility and 
i 
I scooping results as well as landscape perspectives which simulate such results. Visual 
analysis is conducted from these quantitative results and consulted through the simulation 
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natural landscape planning. Relevant details are discussed in the following sections and the 
case study. 
Output includes digital format for spatial scoping and controlling besides descriptive 
quantitative judgment of landscape evaluation and visual impact assessment. These outputs 
i are of great value to the application in planning or particular design project introspection and 
. . i 
modification. I ！ 
j 
j • '： j ！ 
For particular developing project evaluation, this system mainly judges the fulfillment to the 
established visual sustainable planning criteria. If there are not substantial requirements for \ 
I visual landscape management, subsequent surround visual perception after the contracted 
i project has to be foreshown or simulated by means of the same technical and theoretical 
I supporting as general planning assessment. But unlike the comprehensive analysis ！ 
‘ i 
approaches, in particular case study, the analysis emphasizes on point visual perception ！ i I 
results. In other words, it is the viewshed and visual sensibility of selected important  
40 
individual viewpoints or viewpoint groups that are essential to the physical project analysis. 
I Fulfillments of visual landscape control requirement and affirmative performance in VIA are 
I • \ 
I basic standards for project design to avoid rejection or amendment. In practical China urban 
planning operation, the comprehensive planning in urban scale is static in a certain period 
and will not be affected by any physical development in limited region. But on the other 
j hand, it is possible for new development of finite scale to influence the visual perception 
\ circumstance of neighboring area. So the interaction between general planning modification 
and particular project design modification is abandoned in this system. Only the final design 
！ • . j version of such projects is adopted in the 3D urban model for future analysis. \ 
• I h 
I As described in section 1.4，due to the limitation of schedule and resources, only technical 
i 
supporting methodologies in visual simulation, mapping and presentation are accentuated in 
this research prototype. In the field of methodologies of landscape quality evaluation, which 
I serves as the theoretical supporting, only current existing models are adopted. In addition, 
I since the purpose of the case study is for the system experiment and demonstration, LE and 
I 1 
1 
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] 
VIA approaches of the study is superficial and still far from meeting the practical demand 
(He et al, Feb 24 2001)�The stressed research approaches are highlighted in figure 3.2. 
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planning design and management, this prototype system strengthens the reliability of visual 
analysis and its consequence by adopting computing simulation and visualization technology 
as well as scientific evaluation models. As discussed in section 1.2, previous planning 
studies seldom introduce quantitative methodologies in analysis related to landscape visual 
perception. Figure 3.3 illustrates an ordinary Chinese urban visual landscape planning 
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3.2 Theoretical Supporting 
The theoretical supporting includes physiological human visual characteristics and visual 
perception principles of natural landscapes. All of the analysis parameters are derived from 
these references. 
Human visual characteristics 
• I 
I I 
In the case of human optical characteristics, we borrowed the results of human engineering 
researches. In this study, we employ the widely utilized Henry Dreyfuss's human 
J engineering data system illustrated by Tilley (1993). As a pioneer of Industrial Design in the 
I i world, Henry Dreyfuss' most notable contribution is the introduction of ergonomics into 
design field. Thanks to his efforts, ergonomics becomes an essential tool of design (Heskett, I 
： I 
1980). The data summarized in his book, The Measure of Man which was published in 1961, 
are largely used in almost every field of design by engineers, architects, industrial designers, 
interior designers, craftspeople, and artists. Biological human visual parameters of visual 4 3 
perception model come from ordinary visual characteristics of human beings. The 
parameters applied in this research are visual angle limitation of the Visual Cone (Schiffman, 
1976). The commonly used data includes the following facts (Figure 3.4): 
Horizontal: 30° of best visual perception (easy eye rotation); 
;� 60° of acceptable visual perception; 
70° of maximum of eye rotation. 
Vertical: -15° of normal sightline; 
0° to -30° of easy eye rotation range; 
25° of maximum of eye rotation up; 
1 -35° of maximum of eye rotation down; 
These parameters reflect the stable human visual perception. In real urban landscape vision, 
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Visual landscape evaluation criteria 
Principles drawn from Higuchi (1983)'s work and other assessment themes from Zube (1984) 
are adopted as criteria of visual landscape evaluation. In these two systems, there are several 
indexes for are introduced. Higuchi's eight indexes, which are visibility or invisibility, 
distance, angle of incidence, depth of invisibility, angle of depression, angle of elevation, 
I depth, and light (Higuchi, 1983), intend to investigate landscapes visual structure through 
I I 
objective and quantitative parameters. On the contrary, elements in Zube's landscape 
assessment model are typical formal aesthetic standards. Zube (1984) use formal properties 
! _ 
as form, line, color and texture to evaluate landscape. There are the aesthetic characters in 
balance, harmony, integrity, axis, dominance, variety and contrast that present landscape 
visual quality. Although these properties can be transferred into subjective measurement, the 
scenic values are assessed by objective description from experts or landscape architects 
(Daniel and Vining, 1983). . j 
i ：• I 
Among Higuchi (1983)'s indexes, visibility and visual angles is put on much emphasis in his 45 
research and is utilized most in this thesis. He considers that visibility is the essence of 
： i 
visual landscape assessment. Thus unlike the complicate visual evaluation methods in 
Western visual analysis researches, Higuchi avoided to estimate visual scenery with any 
i Area of visibi l i ty 
^ 
Degree of Distance Angle of incidence Angle o f Angle of 
sunlight elevation depression 
I 
> ^ > f ^ >r 
Front Short Frontal Skyline 5° 10° 
i 
•I • 
j Side Middle Longitudinal Shoreline 10° 30° 
i Back Long Other contours 15° 
^ ― H = = p = = _ b = £ .  
丨 Textural Surface Contour 
visibility visibility visibility 
Figure 3.5 Diagram of parameters of visibility of landscapes. Source: Higuchi, 1983，p88. 
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criterion related to subjective items. The fundamental of visual landscape is simplified into 
the version "whether it can be seen at all" (Higuchi, 1983, p6.). More intensive parameters 
help to evaluate the objective landscape quality (Figure 3.5). Since these parameters are 
epurated from abundant previous accredited theories, their reliability and validity is 
indubitable. This kind of models not referring to professional landscape evaluation are more 
sensitive and straightforward in utilization within an undersize evaluation scope or only for 
the purpose of decision supporting in ordinary design and planning projects. Furthermore, 
Higuchi (1983) successfully employed the above-mentioned system in analyzing various 
representative landscape cases of traditional Japanese style. Because Chinese traditional 
culture shares many emotions in visual landscape perception with Japanese, Higuchi's 
system is supposed to work efficiently in China urban natural landscape evaluation. 
Besides the visibility standard, the most significant conclusion of Higuchi's research is the 
j specification of natural skyline vision. Through statistics and experiments in mountains 
3 i 
y visual perception, three sets of key vertical angle that respectively measures five degrees, 
i . 
邋 nine degrees, and twenty are employed to appraise landscape value of mountain skylines 46 
(Higuchi, 1983). It has been demonstrated that the angle system has many advantages in 
natural landscape elements evaluation comparing with other rules of earlier theories used in 
artificial environment planning (Higuchi, 1983). 
Although Higuchi's method counted the scenic value in reliable and scientific features, it 
results in symbolic explanation in numeric format. Such outcome is neither easy to be 
understood or adopted directly into landscape description. Considering to the actual China 
profession situation, objective experts' descriptive elevation are more suitable to practical 
I： planning. In this research, we only analysis the interrelation of different single landscape 
丨 elements. Therefore, criteria of balance, harmony, integrity, axis, dominance, variety and 
•i 
contrast summarized in Zube's (1984) are employed. Professional aesthetic descriptions are 
text output express separately in these seven subjects. Integrating the scenic quality in these 
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3.3 Technology Supporting 
This system combines GIS and CAD technology to operate the whole research procedures. 
These procedures include primal data processing, 3D conversion of terrain and building 
information, viewshed analysis, Overlay analysis for visual sensibility and region definition, 
‘ 4 
simultaneous 3D simulation, information expression and communication, and final data 
outputting and sharing. , 
’ I 
： j 
. ( 1 i 
GIS/CAD Integration 
Whereas either GIS or CAD solution has both advantages and disadvantages as reviewed in 
Chapter Two, a GIS/CAD integrated system in technical supporting is employed in this 
research (Figure 3.6). GIS specializes in irregular landform information processing, | 
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I Figure 3.6 GIS/CAD integration technical system 
GIS is also good at inputting and outputting various 2D or 3D, raster and vector format data 
of topography related information. Furthermore, GIS is especially effective in planning 
I decision support because of its particular abilities in overlay computation (Hanna and j i 
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Culpeper, 1998). In addition, since viewshed calculating either by hand or with the 
cross-section tool of CADD is difficult and inaccurate, GIS becomes the preferred solution 
(Hanna, 2000). On the contrary, CAD technologies are more efficient in image or feature 
revising, and 2D images or 3D models expressing. This compensates the defects of GIS. 
Latest development of the GIS and CAD technologies offers more convenience interfaces to 
either these two systems or other applications (Hanna and Culpeper, 1998). Therefore, the 
integration of these two measures can bring out more benefits in urban visual natural 
1 
landscape. I 
Primal data processing 
In current China city planning domain, the digitalized terrain maps are usually produced by 
CAD system. DWG or DWN are the most familiar formats. We choose AutoCAD as the 
basis tool in raw data processing, for it is the first choice of CAD platform in more than 
ninety percent China planning professional field. Relief maps and planning drawings are  
48 
combined together to create blueprint. There are three general principles in primal data 
processing. They are simplicity, layer adjusting, and open-ended for further modification. 
3D conversion 
3D conversion of terrain and buildings modeling is operated in Arc View GIS software for 
constructing a triangulated irregular networks (TINs). In this research, two kinds of TINs 
model which are terrain TINs and integrated TINs of typology and buildings are employed 
in the analysis for different purposes (Figure 3.7). 3D Analyst extension of Arc View GIS 
also offers the function of modifying existing TINs with new spatial data. This utility 
I supports the flexibility of spatial modeling for potential alteration. 
• I 
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5 (OTOW 圏_圈圃ID [gr 圍'Viewshed analysis 
=. In this research, we introduce human optical 
I parameters in the process of Viewshed 
I calculation that simulates human visual 
: i 丨 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J ^ J J ^ ^ ^ ^ H m U l ^ ^ J perception. According to the visual 
characters of anthropometry data from Tilley 
( j 評 ' y f f l ^ — 齊 ( 1 9 9 3 ) , following values are adopted in l o i M v j ^ i “ 圃 • H i 圃 、 乂， ^ ^ 
I 丨 parameters setting: visual height and target 
灣 height at 1.6m, horizontal view angle at 360°, 
I angle of depression at thirty-five degrees, 
丨 l ^ l g — 
； After settling the visual characteristic 
“ Figure 3.7 Terrain TINs and integrated TINs of factors through dialogue boxes, particular 
typology and buildings . , ^ , ，^^ � . r^u 
Viewpoint can be fixed on 3D position. Then 49 
the software will automatically compute the visible and invisible areas of this given 
viewpoint on the topography and building model. Consequences of the calculation are 
illustrated by precise vector data in 2D polygon features (Zhang et al, 2001). According to 
the principle of intervisibility that explains that visibility is determined in mutual way that is 
either from the site or to the site (Aylward and Tumbull, 1977), the same technique can be 
employed inversely in calculating the scope where can witness a certain spatial point. 
Overlay analysis 
Overlay analysis of thematic maps is a traditional method in planning. Through manual 
handling or aided with automatic function provided by Arc View GIS software, common 
visible area of the proposed viewpoints can be illustrated by overlaying visible areas of 
different viewpoints. Since the common area can be seen from numerous points, the 
development in this area will affect the visual perception quality on all viewpoints. In this 
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research, the term "visual sensitivity" is introduced to evaluate such effect through the 
statistic on quantity of visual absorption. A landscape in high visual sensitivity means that it 
can absorb more vision from surrounding area. In other words, high sensitivity means the 
area is very susceptible to landscape change. Conversely, the scenery with a low sensitivity 
rating can withstand a lot of development … . �， ， 
quality (Hanna, 
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between natural landscape and building. Besides stable perspective images, this program 
also provides real-time dynamic vision of any trail within the study area (Figure 3.8). 
Integration of other media information expressions 
Arc View GIS software has the functions in hot link of spatial information with related 
references. Photos, text instructions, planning sketches and even other digital format media 
can be affiliated to provide supporting information for design or communication (Figure 
3.9). 
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Figure 3.9 Integrated information of A2 points in case study 
Data output 
Arc View GIS 3.2 or upper versions provides "Shape DXF Converter" tool (Hohl and Mayo, 
1997) to handle the vector data exchanging. Shape files that symbolize spatial information 
thematic maps can be transferred to DXF format for further application in other CAD system 





A case study has been conducted to evaluate the prototype system. The case is in Zhongshan 
city, Guangdong Province of China. Jinzishan 金字山，which is picked by collaborating 
discussion of research team and the Zhongshan Planning Bureau, locates in the south edge 
of central urban area of Zhongshan. This region connects the urban built-up area with 
periphery rural landscape (Figure 4.1). The Jinzishan hill belongs to the Wuguishan 
Mountain System 五桂山系 which creates a half-enclose structure to Zhongshan urban 
region. Jinzishan hill serves as the central component of first closure layer of the mountain 
system facing the urban constructions.  
. , • H I 
圓 
Figure 4.1 Location of the research area in Zhongshan central urban region master planning. Based on 
Zhongshan Planning Bureau and Zhongshan Planning and Design Institute, 1998. 
Within the research area, Bo'ailu 博愛路，which is the most important arterial road of south 
urban area, passes through one block north to the hill. Another main road, Qiwandao 起灣道， 
directly opposites the midpoint of the hill and proposes to perforate the massif with a tunnel. 
� , 
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Besides these two roads, Dongyuanlu 東苑路，Chengguilu 城桂路，No.27 Road, and No. 18 
Road, in actuality planning or under construction, surround the hill region. According to the 
Comprehensive Urban Planning Modification of Zhongshan Central Urban Region 
(Zhongshan Planning Bureau and Zhongshan Planning and Design Institute, 1998), 
Jinzishan massif is planning to found an arboretum in 128.74 hectares. South of the region 
served as greenbelt for special purpose such as ecological linkage. North to the hill region, 
habitation zones, industrial zones, public facilities places, public green land, and reserved 
• I development zones are disposed along the cross-road system of Bo'ailu and Qiwandao. Near 
： I 
the body of the hill, building groups belonging to No. 1 Middle School of Zhongshan and 
Zhongshan Technical School spread to the ^ ^ ^ 
foot of the hill. Except these two complexes 么,广 ^ ^ � 
： of schoolhouse, Hejing Garden housing 、、：'a 广 . ： 
cluster at the southeast comer of the •^””，丄工,、:‘,. 
cross-road system is the most noticeable i l H i i i B P M — 
artificial construction in the hill region.  
Three civic landscape districts, which are l i l l l i i m B m i i M l i i i M I H i l i l i H 
Sunwen Memorial Park, Zimaling Park, and 
Changjiang Scenic and Tourism Area, locate 
: respectively in the west, north and southeast. 
Although there are tremendous rural 
landscapes such as stew, paddyfield and 
fruiter forest lying around the hill region, the P P ^ H l ^ ^ ^ ^ p g 
development near the massif has made 
negative effects on its visual quality as 
她 ra l landscape. The — e . of 
： vegetation and the disfigurement by reason 
of earth-taken for construction purpose also 
蔬 t t h e 卿 ！ ‘ ： 、 




I Case Study 
I 
• The research scope of Jinzishan hill region in 6000x4000 square meters is limited by four i 
I urban coordinate points: (9000, 22000), (5000，22000)，（9000，28000), and (5000, 28000). 
m 
* This area includes the foremost natural landscape elements such as hills, mountains and 
1 
I rivers. The topography consists of regional terrains as Jinzishan, Zimaling 紫馬嶺， 
I Dakengding 大坑頂，Tashikeng 塔石坑，Dieshikeng 疊石坑，Sunwen Memorial Park, and 
a i 
j Baishichong 白石湧 river. The artificial surface features are road system and other 
I construction land use (Figure 4.3). I ^ ^ p S M i 
I 
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1 i I 
I Historical records^ 
i 
In the second earliest existing county annals of Zhongshan (Shen, 1673), Jinzishan 
I i 
I 
I I 丨： 
1 According to Tian and Chen (1879), there are two mountains in the same name Jinzishan. The case study is the 
one in Denengdu 得肯t都.The other is in Gudu 穀都.Some confusion had been made in former documents. The 
1827'S edition of county annals in which that Gudu hill was recorded the first time described the massif as "this 
hill is the most noticeable prominence of the surrounding area. The distinctive form of this hill is that there are 
two peaks alongside each other. "(Zhu and Huang, 1827)(道光七年《新修香山縣誌》卷一：“金字山’亦名 
金紫山，在平嵐鄕後，倉丄ii主山‘4巒ft舉�” )Such depiction also completely tallies with the landscape 
formation of the Denengdu mountain. Without further supporting documents, I doubt if there is misunderstanding 
in the records of these two hill shapes. Anyhow, that text about twin peaks formation is cited in this research to 
describe the landscape character of the studied Jinzishan. 
礙 
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landscape is labeled in Top Eight Jing of Zhongshan 中山/V景i. In the next edition in 1750, 
Jinzishan is portrayed to shine golden and purple upon the glossy cloud under sunshine 
(Bao and Li, 1750). 
From the statistics of the mountain records in Zhongshan county annals throughout four 
centuries, there are 201 documented mountain names. About forty percent are documented 
with their landscape description. In addition, the group of mountains with poem intoning is 
•j I I also counted, for in ancient China poem represented the admiration to beautiful scenery and 
( 
the frequency of being chanted indicated the significance of the scenic spot. This assemblage 
I ‘ 
j only includes thirty-three names. Only nineteen mountains share the both narrative formats. 
： I 
j This means these mountains may have outstanding scenery beauty. Among them five are 
listed in Top Eight Jing of Zhongshan. Jinzishan is one of the rare instances. Its special 
. i 
i • 
1 landscape significance is approved by such statistics data. 
Research description of case study  
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i. 
I Figure 4.4 illustrates the consequence of visual landscape structure analysis of the research I . 
I area. The structure is expanded with the cross-road system of Bo'ailu and Qiwandao. 
Northward view is the artificial urban built-up area. On the opposite side, the southward 
view offers natural scenery combined with foreground, middle ground and background 
landscape components in abundance and integrity. Such visual structure provides open view 
with background termination in southeast and southwest. Jinzishan, as the most noticeable 




i 実冽不竭。八景：‘金紫岩溜’ ° ”卷二《建置志.勝迹》載八景爲：金鼓朝陽’石歧晚渡，浮虛春濤， 
！ li台秋月，阜峰文筆’天池菱荷，金紫岩溜’長洲煙雨° 
I 2乾隆十五年《香山縣誌》卷一：“金紫山，在縣東南十裏。天霽則雲霞輝映’若金紫之色° ” 
j 
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> i 
Figure 4.4 Visual landscape structure of research region | 
\ ‘ 口 -
I In the case study, we have the opportunity to utilize the visual analysis system prototype  
56 j introduced in former chapters. The fruit is referred to detail planning or architecture design 
.1 i instruction. The following subjects are achieved through this case study: 
•I V 
！ 1. Visual quality evaluation of regional open space such as crossing and plaza. 
2. Integrated visual perception of linear space of road. The proposed study is concentrated 
on Bo'ailu and Qiwandao. 
3. Study of the integrity, continuity and identifiability of Jinzishan massif skyline. Scopes 
I with different visual perception quality of this skyline are also partitioned. 
I 4. Comments on construction control of the developing zones in which have the potential 
i 
j of affecting the landscape visual quality of key viewpoints. 
I 
j 5. Suggestion of natural landscape visual perception quality protection or enhancement of j 
important visual district and viewpoint 
6. Feedback from professional practice and improvement of the prototype system. 
I 
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4.2 Primal Data Processing and Modeling 
As discussed previously, raw data processing and modeling is the prime procedure of the 
practice study. It aims to reorganize the spatial information such as original typography and 
buildings data in order to meet the requirements of analysis and visualization. 
Relief maps data processing and simplifying 
In the case study, primal data processing aims to supply suitable data categorization system 1 
for GIS application. Simplifying procedure concentrates on deleting symbols or images of 
j i ! digital maps which may cause inaccuracy during the conversion procedures. 
r i J - I 
.丨 I 
i • i 1 . 'I .: I Firstly, in the calculation of TINs conversion from 3D altitude data, extra triangulate surface j 
will be built if any special segment exists beyond the pre-defined boundaries. This may 
cause distortion in terrain modeling. Therefore the boundary of study area should be  
processed carefully in order to avoid the crossed features. Secondly, the blueprint prepared 5 7 
for the terrain and buildings modeling need to be recategorized according to the substances 
i 
as they represent in urban planning drawings. 
In relief maps, the features which symbolized some special relief types such as sharp bank of 
terrain alternations can not be transferred into 3D data successfully because a single vector 
! element can only obtain one altitude value in AutoCAD and Arc View GIS processing or 
i • 
conversion. The short line that marks the sharp bank may be confused with the contour lines 
and thus affect the accuracy of TINs modeling. So it is necessary to delete these elements 
and those represent the zero elevation contour as well as those don't reflect any spatial 
changes from the blueprint beforehand. Then, the triangle surfaces will be created by 
contours ended on either side of the former symbols. Under the precision of the 1:10000 
scale relief maps, such error in raw relief reproduction can be neglected according to the 
requirements of visual analysis. 
i 
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Building data processing 
Building information representation is a difficult task in the proposed study. First of all, any 
version of actuality map cannot reflect the newly updated building conditions. But recent 
development of construction, alternation, and demolition may bring pivotal influences on 
visual perception of urban sites. Secondly, for the visual analysis in urban seale, it is hard to 
determine the precision of building features. Excessive accuracy may cause great burden in 
data storage and calculation. On the contrary, inadequate accuracy may not lead to 
satisfactory results. Furthermore, it is unnecessary to deal with all the buildings in the 
research area. Most of them have zero influence on the analysis result. Usually maps or 
planning drawings in 1:500 can illustrate the accurate building shape, pattern combination as 
well as the rough height. But for most buildings, these features can be even more simplified. 
‘ ！ j i 
An outline indication is precise enough. | 
； i 
- i Therefore, in the proposed research, following principles are employed in building 
information processing: I 58 1. According to the research scope and subject, those street buildings along the following i 
； i 1 j 
streets are enrolled as study objects: Qiwandao from Zhongshansilu intersection to the ！ 
north piedmont of Jinzishan; Bo'ailu from Xingzhonglu intersection to 
Changjianggongyuanlu intersection; Dongyuanlu from Bo'ailu intersection to No.27 
Road intersection; and No.27 Road from Chengguilu intersection to 
5 Changj ianggongy uanlu intersection. Other buildings are neglected in the research. 
i  j 2. All of the selected buildings of this research are classified into three categories. The 
first class includes most of the street architecture of complex patterns, multi-layers, or 
! located on key points. The typical examples are Mobile Communication Building, 
i 
I Zhongshan No.l Middle School, Zhongshan Technical School, Hejing Garden, and 
j Sunwen Memorial Monument. The second class includes the isolated street buildings of 
small scale and simple pattern such as the factory buildings alongside Qiwandao and 
the private houses adjacent to Bo'ailu. The members of the third class, are the ordinary 
continuous low-layered houses of unimportant sites, for example, the village houses in 
. Case Study 
inner part of blocks. 
3. The architectural information is mainly based on the 1:10000 scale relief maps. 
Compared with the site survey documents, some data need to be modified to reflect the 
status quo of the new built, rebuilt and removed by additional means according to 
different categories. . Nothing needs to do with the third class architecture. . And the 
estimated plan position and shape by pacing and eyeballing can satisfy the required data 
precision of the second class architecture. But for the first class architecture, data must 
be obtained from credible digital maps and located by coordinate system in proposed 
blueprint. Besides the actual state, some new building projects that have been 
approved-for example, the Zhongshan Superior Court-- are also added to the blueprint 
i I to accommodate to the urban planning future. 
j 4. Additionally, the complicacy of building shape needs further regulation according to the 
； I 
above-mentioned categories before inputting into modeling procedure. Plan forms of 
-1 , 
third class buildings are directly taken from 1:10000 relief maps. These buildings are 
only expressed in the outline of building group. Refer to site survey acknowledge, their  
59 
height is simplified into three layers and three meters per layer. For the second group, 
the isolated private houses are extruded from the plans displayed in the 1:10000 maps 
I or rectangles of approximate scale or features. Their height is also simplified into three 
layers. Other buildings of this class use the 1:10000 relief maps data or the pacing 
； results in plan. Floors numbers are collected from site visiting as well as map 
recordings. Considering the building function, 2.7 meters for housing and 3.6 meters 
j for public buildings are served as the floor height values. 1:500 maps or other digital or 
hardcopy drawings are employed to supply accurate plan shape of the first class 
buildings. Adjacent parts that vary one layer or more in one building are illustrated into 
J separate forms. Roofs or other exterior features that are not revealed in the 1:500 site 
j plan are ignored. 
j 3D conversion and modeling t I 
i 
I 






elevation is offered through automatic program or manual processing. Terrain elements 
including contours and absolute altitude points are modeled into TINs for 3D visual analysis. 
Other spatial components such as roads, water surface, and building base plan are also 
converted into 3D shape file according to the terrain surface (Figure 4.5). 
B — — — 
Offered in this program is based on the TINs 
\ : : : : : : : : 
I research, a script program (Whitenack, Mar 
28’ 1999.) is employed to reconstructing a 
synthesized building-terrain TINs. The pure 
terrain TINs is applied in visual perception 
analysis that can abandon the building form 
effect. Because the TINs of terrain and 
buildings are an integrative surface, it cannot 60 : 
1 differentiate these two kinds of element in Figure 4.5 ArcView GIS blueprint and TINs 
I model 
visual expression. > Furthermore, the 
automatic conversion always causes some distortions from reality. So in the application of 
3D visualization such as perspective or animation, the integrative TINs of terrain and 
I buildings is hidden. The buildings are expressed by volumes that extruded from the 
j . 
I polygons referring to the building base plan according to building height to create virtual 
j visual form. This kind of method can achieve relatively real 3D images. At the same time, it 
i is valuable in planning elevation practice, for the transformations in building pattern and 
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4.3 Road Visual Perception Quality Evaluation of Qiwandao and Bo'ailu 
Located on the brim of urban construction area, Jinzishan visual affecting scopes are mainly 
emphasized on the north of the massif. In urban scale, open spaces such as roads and plazas 
are the main accesses to the landscapes. And they have different characters. The visual 
perception of road is of a dynamic and continuous view. It is affected by the direction of 
road, frequency of object appearance, transporting speed, and visual direction (Appleyard et 
i • 
I al, 1964). 
• ! 
j 
•i \ Qiwandao directly orientates the saddle between the two peaks of Jinzishan. Thus the 
i scenery of Jinzishan massif oppositely forms its background. Its intersection with Bo'ailu is ! 
j an important spatial knot. Surrounding the intersection is planned to be landmark public 
•丨 
] building (the Mobile Communication Building), multi-layer or low-rise housing, and open ；( 
! 
H 
space as street park (Zhongshan Planning Bureau and Zhongshan Planning and Design 
j ‘ 
Institute, 1998). The space between Zhongshansilu 中山四路 and Jinzishan massif along  
61 
Qiwandao forms a classical landscape vision that introduce urban artificial environment into 
i natural heritage in Zhongshan. Since its most part has been occupied by existing 
I 
i construction, whether the visual landscape of the road can be maintained or even improved 
depends on developments of the handful of virgin soil. The case study does aim to propose 
j comments upon such vacant districts. 
\ i 
j Bo'ailu is another arterial serves as the main transport media around the urban area and 
connect Zhongshan city with other regions in the east, west and south. In the official urban 
planning projects, plenty of public buildings and habitation projects expect to be established 
along the roadsides (Zhongshan Planning Bureau and Zhongshan Planning and Design 
Institute, 1998). Therefore, the road scenery will reflect the updated Zhongshan urbanscape. 
！ In addition, the section from Xingzhonglu 興中路 to the entrance of Zimaling Park is 
.1 
I situated in the best visual perception range of Jinzishan general scene (see section 5.4). The 
status quo of south side of Bo'ailu which is tightly related to the visual perception to 
Jinzishan is mostly in natural state without any buildings occupation. If it is well controlled 
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in the detailed planning, the visual landscape within this section will contribute to 
maintaining urban intrinsic landscape structure and integrating urban built-up areas with 
natural landscape spaces. 
This part of study discusses the visual perception quality of the intersections of the road 
system neighboring Jinzishan that consists of Qiwandao, Bo'ailu, Dongyuanlu, Chengguilu, 
No.27 Road, No. 18 Road, and Changjianggongyuanlu 長江公園路.The visual perception of 
both Bo'ailu and Qiwandao is also evaluated as a main content of the research. We propose 
our suggestion to detail planning or building layout on the dominant regions marked A, B, C, 
D，E, F, and G (Figure 4.6). 
Figure 4.6 Landscape assessment objects and mainly reviewing regions 
The standard of assessment is firstly based on the visibility of the following natural 
landscapes from different spots or sections of the roads: 
1. The Jinzishan's general skyline and its distinguishable recognition as "the two peaks 
alongside to each other". 
2. Dawanling 大王嶺，the extension part of Jinzishan massif. 
3. Dakengding, Tashikeng, and Dieshikeng, the midground and background. 
1 . 
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4. Zimaling, another regional dominate natural landmark. 
Secondly, the sceneries composed by the above-mentioned natural landscape components 
are reviewed in the criteria adopted from Zube (1984). Not all of his seven subjects 
describing the composing formation of landscape elements are introduced in this case study. 
Among these standards, balance and axis overvalue the orderly formed landscape structure. 
In the limited geographic scope of this case study, the landscape elements composition is far 
from regular layout. Therefore it is less considerable to evaluate these two characters of 
scenic quality. Another subject, harmony, is difficult to estimate through reliable consensus 
especially in nonnumeric or objective description assessment. Consequently, harmony 
I • I i depiction is also omitted in landscape evaluation. As a result, there are only four themes, ! i 
which are integrity, dominance, variety, and contrast, are adopted in this study. Integrity 
i • ！ classifies continuous or fragmentary of both the single landscape form and the landscapes i j I . I combination. Dominance emphasizes the main scenic elements in visual perception. In most | 
！ j of the viewpoints locates in the study area, Jinzishan and Zimaling are always in ascendancy.  
63 
Variety and contrast are concreted into the hierarchy and skyline configuration. According to ！ 
i the landscape quality evaluation in these four topics, the scenic quality of every viewpoint is 
classified into an objective ranking system. This system use grades of best, better, good, 
medium, unpleasant, and worse to categorize the visual quality from high to low. The best 
visual quality is in high integrity in landscape element form, continuous group skyline, clear 
j 
dominant mountain or large water body, multiple layers scenery, as well as fluctuant skylines. 
According these grades, whether the scenery have to be protected or not is decided by 
•I. 
] j experts, landscape architects or planners, 
•j 
} 
Visual perception evaluation of road crossing 
In this case study fourteen intersections in the Jinzishan region road system are involved in 
the evaluation. Panorama visible area of every point is calculated through viewshed program 
and consulted by the 3D perspective. Their visual qualities are listed in table 4.1. The 
. Case Study 
locations of these intersections are marked with (Figure 4.7): 
Al: intersection of Qiwandao and No.27 Road; 
A2: intersection of Qiwandao and Bo'ailu; 
A3: intersection of Qiwandao and Zhongshansilu; 
Bl: intersection of Bo'ailu and Xingzhonglu; 
i 4 
B2: intersection of Bo'ailu and Donyuanlu; 
B3: intersection of Bo'ailu and Nameless Road; 
B4: intersection of Bo'ailu and No. 18 Road; 
j i 
B5: intersection of Bo'ailu and Changjianggongyuanlu； 
CI: intersection of Dongyuanlu and No.27 Road; ! 
C2: intersection of Dongyuanlu and Chengguilu; 
j Dl: intersection of No.27 Road and Chengguilu; 
D2: intersection of No.27 Road and Nameless Road; 丨 
] ‘ D3: intersection of No.27 Road and Changjianggongyuanlu; 
El: intersection of Xingzhonglu and Chengguilu. : 
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i 
I Figure 4.7 Location of the studied intersections 
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j Figure 4.8 Viewshed maps illustrate visible scopes of the fourteen intersections 
j 
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Table 4.1 Evaluation and planning direction of natural landscape visual perception of road 
crossings (He, 2001) 
Mew- Visible natural landscape Landscape quality evaluation Direction of planning and 
pdiKs construction 
A l Foreground: north slope of Best visual quality. Needs careful protection. 
Jinzishan; entire peaks of Constructions和 Zone F and B 
Jinzishan (horizontal view Unabridged skylines of will cause decisive effect on 
degree in 42°, elevation angle foreground, midground and visibility to Zimaling. And 
in 10.7°). background. in these regions, the 
Midground: entire skyline of Visible landscapes entirely locate seven-layered houses within 
Dawangling (vertical 2°, in the visual sensitive scopes. the range of 60m from No.27 
horizontal 20°); entire massif Rich Hierarchies among and Road red line and 400m east 
skyline of Zimaling. within landscapes. from the crossing will block 
I Background: hierarchical the Dakengding massif 
integrated skylines of 丨’ absolutely, 
j Dakengding (vertical 3.5°); There should be regulations of 
I Tashikeng (vertical 3.5°); I 一 这 如 b u i l d i n g height and distance 
1 entire skyline of Dieshikeng . back to the road line confining 
^ (vertical 4°). Good condition in the constructions on the north 
‘ _ 
•‘ background continuity. __i(«s<&_ss�,�'-_'��“ ' . .、：； side of the Technical School.  
J These constructions should not 7 2 
block the vision to Jinzishan 
and Dawangling. The skyline 
of Tashikeng and Dieshikeng 
I part will remain visible if these 
“ constructions are limited under ‘ 
！ 
i 7m in height. 
！ A 2 Foreground: the invisible parts of Unpleasant visual quality. The main reason that breaks the 
Jinzishan including west peak, continuity of Jinzishan skyline 
？ saddle middle and part of east Jinzishan skyline is fragmented is that the buildings of Hejing 
： peak; Dawangling is totally and its main recognizing Garden sit too close to the 
I j blocked. points are invisible. Although road. 
j Midground: Zimaling is totally the crest of east peak is visible Because Jinzishan skyline visual 
！ \ blocked. from west to the middle line of perception on the west half of 
i Background: 75% of the road, but the natural the Qiwandao is of some value -j 
I Dakengding Skylines is landscape is disturbed by now, future constructions in 
I 
i visible. Its hierarchy is kept. seriously by building blocks. Zone A need to give adequate 
I Tashinkeng and Dieshikeng No hierarchy in natural consideration on the backward 
are totally blocked. landscape. distance from the road line and 
the height. 
！ 
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l ipggp^—i' ___職 
A 3 Foreground: None. Better visual quality. The crest of east peak will be 
Midground: None. visible if the buildings in 
Background: the west part of Jinzishan acts as the background southeast quarter of this 
Jinzishan skyline from the of Qiwandao. And the general intersection keep certain 
crest of east peak (elevation skyline of its massif is distance (accurate value is 
i 3.35°). presented. under researching) from the 
i road line. Thus the recognition 
H o f the massif could be 
maintained. 
^ ^ ^  
j • - - ••••• • • • • I • I —I I I • I I ••••III -I I • I I ‘ •‘ 丨丨 ‘ - • ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
B 1 Foreground: Sunwen Memorial Best visual quality. It is one of the most important 
Park. urban landscape viewpoints 
Midground: entire skyline of Only small part of the Jinzishan and needs to be protected 
Jinzishan west peak is landscape vision is shielded by preferentially. 
! presented. The massif buildings (mostly by the newly Building height and backward 
I recognition is mostly built 12 layers Traffic distance from road line in the 
illustrated by west peak at this Management Bureau southeast and northeast 
I view position. Saddle part and Building). Integrated with quarters of this crossing 
crest of east peak are shielded other mountains, Jinzishan decisively affect the visibility ‘ 
by surrounding buildings or by creates continuous natural of Jinzishan and Zimaling. 
3 the hill itself. Part of east peak background to these buildings. No high-rise building should be 
i is visible. Skylines of natural landscape constructed in the intersection 
； Background: unabridged skyline background are in 1 of Dongyuanlu and No.27 
I of Zimaling massif; and the hierarchies. Road if the visual corridor 
continuous and unabridged between this point and 
skylines of Dakengding, J r飞"� Jinzishan intends to be kept 
� ‘ 、 t Tashikeng and Dieshikeng. fc^iV unobstructed 
Li 丨 fff^ liiitf , i : i i lb i i i i i i f i 
B 2 Foreground: None. Unpleasant visual quality. Buildings sitting in the southeast 
Midground: Only the east peak quarter of this crossing will 
skyline of Jinzishan is visible. Southeast landscapes are totally become the background of 
It recognition is lost; blocked by the Superior Court Dongyuanlu. They will also 
i 
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Unabridged Zimaling skyline. Building. cause decisive effects to the 
Background: 75% of main The building skylines disturb the mountain background 
skyline of Dakengding is continuity of background landscapes. The background 
visible; Tashikeng is invisible; landscape. skyline will keep its continuity 
Part of Dieshikeng is visible; Multiple layers are created in the if these buildings are not 
And the opposite scenery of opposite scenery of high-rise， 
Dongyuanlu，Xiangdi, is Dongyuanlu (road). Tashikeng 
unabridged and continuous in is the background landscape of ^ 
skyline (elevation in 3.16°). Bo'ailu (road). 
I I • • I I I • ' ‘ ~ I• I •‘ “ “ ‘ I • ‘ “ 
B 3 Foreground: Unabridged skyline Best visual quality. Certain significance in 
I of Zimaling. landscape. 
Midground: Unabridged skyline Road straightly heads to the North to Bo'ailu is planned to be 
j of Jinzishan—Dawangling. extension hill of Jinzishan. park and green. They will not 
； Background: Unabridged skyline affect visual landscape. 
1 of background scenery. ‘ ‘ Southwest constructions will 
舉 "，麵本、 t o t a l l y block the Jinzishan 
^ M ^ ^ & M i landscape.  
I J ^ ^ J ^ j j ^ ^ ^ W j j H The 25m wide green belt along 7 4 
丨. the unnamed road will be 
helpful in maintaining the 
i entire skyline of background 
hill. 
The southwest region is reserved ‘ 
developing land. The further 
constructions will block all 
i natural landscape in this 
I direction. I . —— 1 B 4 Foreground: Unabridged skyline Better visual quality. Medium significance in 
i of Zimaling. ,� landscape. 1 
I Midground: Unabridged skyline Void foreground. Fragmentary in the Zimaling 
I of Jinzishan一Dawangling foreground. 
！ massif; continuous integrated The further constructions in the 
i skyline of Tashikeng and its ^ 5I ; � reserved developing region 
I remains. . f c south to Bo'ailu will block all 
I Background: Unabridged and ^ B ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ g g f f i ^ ^ M natural landscape in this 
I continuous background direction. 
skyline  
B 5 Foreground: Dakengding— Good visual quality. The recognition of Jinzishan 
Remains of Tashikeng— from this viewpoint must be 
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Dawangling. Unabridged and continuous considered. Visual disturbance 
Midground and Background: skylines of different landscape is caused by the construction 
Jinzishan, Tashikeng, and layers. in the southwest quarter of the 
Dieshikeng Jinzishan massif is the highest in crossing. 
the background and holds the 
dominant position. 
•i 
C I Foreground: Unabridged and Medium visual quality. Constructions in the southwest 
continuous Jinzishan skyline. quarter of this crossing will 
； Its east peak is invisible. The Jinzishan stands out. strongly impair the landscape 
height of the massif is No continuous skyline and less of Jinzishan. Buildings higher 
dominant (elevation in 7.37°). multiplicity in midground and than four stories will totally 
Midground: Unabridged and background. block Jinzishan landscape. To 
continuous skyline of Xiangdi. avoid such negative effects, 
But its skyline is flat and : : b u i l d i n g s have to be arranged 
plain. Crest of Zimaling and “丨： ' ; | |帽丨丨！缝 . , along the roads. And open  
its pagoda stands out of the space need to be located on the y c 
；: building skylines. K 滅 滅 敏 • m m ; 边 s t r e e t comer. 
Background: Dakengding  
C 2 Foreground: Unabridged and Better visual quality. Constructions in the southwest 
continuous Jinzishan skyline. quarter of this crossing will 
Only west peak is visible Jinzishan stands out. impair the landscape of ‘ 
(elevation in 7.15°). Midground is continuous but Jinzishan. 
Midground: Xiangdi and others. lacks multiplicity 
Background: Zimaling skyline is Background is too far. 
unabridged and continuous. 
So are 
other background elements. 
D 1 Foreground: None. Worse visual quality. Building is the complementarity 
Midground: Jinzishan is to the street landscapes. 
I invisible; unabridged skyline Xiandi cannot be considered as 
； of Xiangdi. the dominant landscape 
Background: basically none. because of its plain form. 
I 
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d U M 
D 2 Foreground: Unabridged and Good visual quality. The visual landscape of the south 
continuous skyline of direction will be maintained 
Jinzishan—Dawangling. And Foreground is conspicuous. for the south region of the road 
double peaks give the South and east landscape lack is planned to be greenbelt. 
hierarchy in scenery. hierarchy. Constructions in the north region 
Midground: Unabridged of Bo'ailu will badly impair 
Zimaling skyline. the Zimaling landscape. 
Background: only parts of 
Dakengding and Dieshikeng 
are visible and cannot form 
continuous background.  
D 3 Foreground: Dakengding. Best visual quality. This is an important knot linking 
Midground: Unabridged the Changjiang Tourism 
Zimaling skyline holds a Wide eyeshot with multiple District and needs to be 
； dominant position (elevation layers. protected preferentially. Visual 
3.43°). Good continuity in background. protection is easy in practice 
Background: Continuous Zimaling dominates in According to the recent planning,  
background consists of midground. the constructions in east, south 了g 
Jinzishan and other mountains. and west will not impair the 
Jinzishan is the highest massif landscape. Only northwest 
and dominates in the constructions may endanger 
background. the Zimaling scenery. 
E l Foreground: Sun wen Memorial Worse visual quality. In future plaza renovation, the 
Park. visual tendency of the 
Midground: Mostly is building Basically there is no natural surrounding ought to be 
scenery. Jinzishan is invisible. landscape available in visual considered. The actual 
Background: Dakengding is perception. situation in visual landscape 
obvious. Other mountains are transferring on the sequence 
invisible from B1 to El is from open to 
close and fromnatural scenery 
to artificial elements. 
H ^ ^ ^ ^ m ^ m m ^ ^ m Therefore, enhance 
I dynamic sequences in 
planning, the general plaza 
surrounding landscape will be 
more in integrity and variety. 
I 
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Visual quality assessment of the study section in Qiwandao 
Visual perception of Qiwandao is evaluated through the visible landscape of eight points. 
The visual quality and planning comments of these points are listed in table 5.2. 
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I 
- Table 4.2 Evaluation and planning direction of natural landscape visual perception of 
I Qiwandao study points (He, 2001) 
^ I y ^ I r Visible natural l a n d s c a p e L a n d s c a p e quality evaluation I Direction of planning and 
r: ；:poils .：-：•：-.•>；：；/ ‘ ； , 人 - - - - ,,、：’，‘ ； t . - ； ： coDstructioii 
, a l Jinzishan: unabridged skyline. Good visual quality. Continuity of the massif needs to 
I 60% of west peak skyline and be maintained 
• • its crest are visible (elevation Both peaks of Jinzishan are , 
I 
I angle at 17.rand horizontal visible. Buildings of No.l 
I angle at about 48.5°). Middle School are too close to 
I Dawangling: invisible. viewpoint and cause the I 
Zimaling: invisible. imbalance in visual space, 
j Dakengding: invisible. 
Tashikeng and Dieshikeng: 
I invisible. 
I sBP®^ ™^  
： • … 
I A l Jinzishan: unabridged skyline. Best visual quality. 
Dawangling: unabridged skyline. 
Zimaling: unabridged skyline. Buildings are dominant in the  
Dakengding: unabridged skyline. scenery. 8 1 
Tashikeng and Dieshikeng: 30% 
of the peaks. 
\ / 、、： ： . �:��：： 
‘ 
a2 Jinzishan: unabridged skyline. Best visual quality. The future construction in Zone 
Dawangling: invisible. F is crucial. The natural 
Zimaling: invisible. Similar to scenery Al. Visible landscape would vanish if 
Dakengding: invisible. skyline is about 10% more there stood another group of 
Tashikeng and Dieshikeng: than Al. buildings whose height and 
basically invisible. backward distance from road 
^ ^ ^ m ^ ^ g ^ m ^ g ^ m ^ m H line are same as those of 
A 2 Jinzishan: east peak is invisible. Unpleasant visual quality. 
Dawangling: invisible. 
Zimaling: invisible. 
Dakengding: 60% of the skyline.  
I 
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Tashikeng and Dieshikeng: 
invisible. 爸 次 -
丨 I . … 魂 
a3 Jinzishan: unabridged skyline. Best visual quality. The region to its south has been 
Dawangling: 50% of the skyline. planned to be greenbelt.. Thus 
Zimaling: 75% of the skyline. The massif form of Jinzishan is the visual quality will be 
Dakengding: unabridged skyline. complete. And the insertion of maintained. 
Tashikeng and Dieshikeng: buildings enriches the skyline, 
unabridged skyline. 
fa 
a4 Jinzishan: The west peak skyline Good visual quality. There are no conflict between 
is complete but the east peak is landscape maintaining and 
totally shielded. The peak is the opposite scenery further developments. This 
Dawangling: invisible. background of Qiwandao. And scenery would be permanent if  
Zimaling: invisible. Jinzishan stands out in the no high-rise building Q 2 
Dakengding: invisible. scenery. developed in the southeast 
Tashikeng and Dieshikeng: comer of Bo'ailu and 
invisible 1 : HI Qiwandao intersection. MmiMM  
^ ^ ^ ^  
a5 f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Basically same as a4 
I \ ^ P 
r A 3 • Omitted 
I I  
I 
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Consulted with the contents in table 4.2，the road visual landscape quality can be divided 
into four sections along the road. 
1. From Zhongshansilu to the north of the Mobile Communication Building is the, the 
unabridged scenery of the west peak of Jinzishan.. And the part between Zhongshansilu 
and Bo'ailu intersection is comparatively close street scene. If in future renovation the 
•i 
street buildings of this part can leave more distance to the street or depress the height, 
the entire two peaks scenery of Jinzishan will be accessible from some key points on 
the road. 
2. From Mobile Communication Building to Bo'ailu intersection is a piece of open 
scenery. The whole Jinzishan massif dominates over the landscape background.. On the 
other hand, large mass buildings such as Hejing Garden are conspicuous in the eyeshot. 
Development in Zone A must show consideration to avoid negative effects to the entire 
Jinzishan scenery. The following two items are the suggestions to Zone A planning (He, 
2001): 
1) No high-rise building is recommended in this zone. Tall building will break the  83 
continuity of the Jinzishan skyline. Furthermore, large size or broad width of 
buildings will shield the west peak in this section. According to 3D simulation, 
ordinary housing of seven layers or lower won't harm the Jinzishan sceneries. 
2) In architecture design, light style, bright and cold color and various fagade are 
commended to show respect to the environment. The Hejing Garden is a negative 
example that interferes with the natural landscape. Its heavy decoration and vivid 
color unpleasantly contrast with the natural pattern of the landscapes. 
1 
3. Form Bo'ailu to No.27 Road intersection. The vision to Jinzishan is greatly screened by 
the massive volume of the seven-layered Hejing Garden apartments along the road. And 
j j in future planning, there may be similar layout on the opposite side of street. Nothing 
can be done with the already destroyed massif skyline. The only advice for this section i 
is to leave open spaces on the street comers to extend the visual area of the crossing. 
This may improve the visual quality. 
4. From No.27 Road to the planned Jinzishan tunnel. The visual quality in this section is 
high. It is suggested to set aside open area or dispose low-rise buildings on the north of 
！ 
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the Zhongshan Technical School to maintain the integrity of Jinzishan skyline vision 
near No.27 Road crossing. 
Visual quality assessment of the study section in Bo'ailu 
Bo'ailu lies parallel to the scenery direction of Jinzishan. Therefore, buildings along this 
road seriously interfere with the vision to Jinzishan and other mountain landscape on several 
parts. The occasionally block of landscape causes the incontinuity in visual perception of 
i • 
continuous viewpoints along this road. In this part of research, the viewshed and visual 
i ‘ 
I sensibility analysis are made in an ideal state that delete the building mass. The 3D visual 
I maps illustrate the continuous vision to Jinzishan and its hierarchical mountain background. 
I Consulted with the 3D stable perspective or dynamic animation, actual visual perception 
I quality can be exam directly. Viewshed with built construction or proposed development of 
any viewpoint can be calculated by adding new mass to the established TINs model. 
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Figure 4.10 Viewshed and visual sensibility maps of the studied viewpoints of Bo'ailu 
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Table 5.3 Visual quality of viewpoints of Bo'ailu (He, 2001) 
m Visual landscape hierarchical Continuity Description of Jinzishan V i — 
T i l 系 i p I I 艮 • 、 ： _ 麵 _ _ : _ 
---•>-> ：, • - , o w o' g o r^  " i s ^ B 
m：- I I I t g I “ 
•i}^ � �I ' l l ' , . ‘ <• / • • ' . / ‘ 
b l X X / " X ' X 、乂 X X Double peaks are visible from the west 
boundary of the study region to bl 
point. 
b2 / " X -X , / ‘ X X X X X  
b3 X X y x X X X X  
b 4 . X ' ' /‘ /"、 又二 X X / ‘ X' ‘ Skyline form begins transferring from 
" , - • oppositing west to north .The best 
！ ; 、 • ' recognizable skyline with the widest 
- • - • � ’ . scenery and most complicate skyline 
� ‘ “ “ � � � 、： ：‘ � multiplicity is emerging.   , ‘ 
b5 X / " aA -X,- ‘ X X - / " K  
- m^^^^^mmi^^^m, .. . wm-mm—^^—^mm ii _ _ _ _ _ • 一 • . i • • 丨 • ‘ “ “ ‘ ‘ " 
b 6 X - ‘ ‘ •/" y f X X yf •/"� Continuous mountain skyline consists QO 
- of the west peak and its remains. 
b7 X X - X X y f X- X Best recognizable skyline vanished. 
\ 5 8 X X X /‘ /‘ • X X X Dawangling becomes the foreground. 
� .； And it is leaving far away from 
； •  、 
j � Jinzishan massif. . 
59 X X X X yf . X K The two peaks superposed. So the Jinzishan recognizable characters 
�. ‘ 
lost. The coordinate value is 
approximately in X=7750 and 
Y=26095 in urban coordinate 
； 、 、 、 ， . ： system. I blO X X _ X X _ / " X X  
bl l X X X , x : , , I X I X I  
Visual quality of every study points is described in table 5.3. The holistic dynamic landscape 
of Bo'ailu study region is from Xingzhongdao intersection to Changjianggongyuanlu 
intersection (bl to bll). The can be depicted as the landscape switches from two-peaks 
shoulder to shoulder to two-peaks with a saddle transition, then back to two-peaks shoulder 
to shoulder, and finally to single peak (Figure 4.11). From bl point to the front of Jinzishan 
i Case Study 
massif (about b5), there is little alternation in skyline shape except the falling-off between 
the two peaks. The attractive figure of the massif is still accessible until moving to hereabout 
point b8. The study region can be divided into four parts: 
1. From bl to b3, better view. West peak scenery is the dominant landscape; 
2. From b4 to b6, best view. The skyline of two peaks and saddle-shaped transition can be 
clearly identified within this part. The continuous skyline from Jinzishan to Dawangling 
is best revealed near b6. The broadest and most various scene of natural landscape are 
displayed from around b4. (Figure 4.12). 
3. From b7 to b8, medium visual quality. :> ':,;:."'.,::'•'�' ； , ”、 ：〜 ‘ ‘‘’",‘''： ‘, 
The most recognizable skyline feature :《二 
disappears although two peaks are still | � ’ ’、：,、， • ' 、 、 ’ ， 彭 3 " ^ �纏 
visible. The Jinzishan characteristic 
form is less distinguishable than looking 
from the west Figure 4.12 Jinzishan vision near b4 point 
4. From b9 to b l l , inferior visual quality. One peak superposes on the other, thus  
93 
eliminate the distinguished character of Jinzishan. Dawangling becomes the foreground 
of mountain landscape. 
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I ^ 
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Figure 4.11 Scenery sequence of Jizishan visual perception on Bo'ailu from bl to bl l 
I 
I 
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4.4 Visual Perception Assessment of Jinzishan Skyline 
In this section, visibility of several characteristic points of the Jinzishan massif skyline is 
calculated. Consulting with the anthropometrical description of human visual perception, 
the visible area ranges within certain angles in both vertical and horizontal directions.. And 
the biological visual perception quality varies with the view angel. (Tilley, 1993). In the case 
study, based on the ergonomics data, horizontal and vertical view angel ranges are taken into 
consideration to study skyline visual quality of the environment. 
Two formations of skyline scenery are chosen in the study. One is the north dominant 
landscape scenery, which is in the character of "two peaks alongside to each other" and 
named Skyline a. The other one is the skyline of the west peak named Skyline b (Figure 4.13). 
On the two skylines, every thirty to forty meters along the chine a point is picked as the 
Figure 4.13 Jinzishan west peak skyline • 
characteristic point in viewshed calculating. Additionally, some significant points that mark 
out the alternation of the terrain feature are also collected (Figure 4.14). These points are 
categorized into different visual significance. Visible areas of the points in same importance 
are overlaid according to the visual sensibility strategy. Combinations of these points are 
classified in table 4.4. The climax value is No.l and the significance ranks from No.O to 
No.7. 
Table 4.4 Significance of the Jinzishan massif skyline characteristic points combination 
Skyline Significance value Characteristic points Description 
combination  
Skyline a No.O al+a2 Western dine  
No.l a3+a9 Two peaks  
i Case Study 
No.2 a4+a8 Inner parts of two peaks  
No.3 a5+a6+a7 Saddle  
No.4 al0+all+al2 East peak from dine to foot 
No.5 al2+al3+al4 Remains of east peak 
No.6 al3+al4+al5 Further eastern remains 
No.7 al5+al6+al7 Dawangling  
Skyline b No.l b3+b4+a3+b7+b8 Peaks  
No.2 bl+b2+b5+b6+b9 Foot of hill and remains 
： — . . . 
— � . / z — � “ 藝n e W 4 \ 
Figure 4.14 Location of Jinzishan skyline characteristic points 
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H 
： Theory of visual perception angles of mountain skyline I 
I Tadahiko Higuchi (1983) investigated the relationship between visual psychology and 
i perception angle of natural hill by laboratory experiments as well as fieldwork. He found 
I that the visual quality of mountain varies from one stage to another on certain degrees of 
i vertical view angle (Figure 4.16). Following items are the main contents in his theory: 
1 •d 9 
I 
i • • . • . I Figure 4.16 Elevation angle series of Higuchi (1983) f 
i 1. When the vertical perception angle to the mountain is within five degrees, the visual 
“ significance of the mountain shows off in the form of skyline.  
—： 
2. The best visual quality of viewing mountains happens at nine degrees. Both the 102 
mountain skyline and the hillside details can be enjoyed. It is also from nine degree that 
the pressure in visual psychology caused by closer landscape object starts to work.. 
i I 3. The visual perception to mountain scenery begins to vary from skyline to hillside on 
！ 1 the critical value of ten degrees. The main stage of this perceptional alternation passes 
I 
j through ten to sixteen degrees.. 
4. When the elevation angle exceeds sixteen degrees, the visual impression of the 
( 
I mountain skyline drops rapidly. 
5. When the elevation angle exceeds twenty degrees, the mountain skyline cannot be 
i 
I 
I observed directly unless one switches his viewpoint position. (Higuchi, 1983). 
Human visual ergonomics data (Tilley, 1983) is employed in horizontal view angle 
determination. 60 degrees is the upper limit of good vision range. And 70 degrees serves as a 
reference in particular conditions if the oculomotor rotation is taken into consideration. 30 
degrees, the most comfortable visual perception angle, is adopted as the lower limit (Figure 
i Case Study 
4.17). The visual perception area within this � . 
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Figure 4.17 Horizontal visual angle limitation, 
values for partitioning hill surroundings into Rased on Tilley, 1993，p47. 
areas corresponding to different visual 
perception qualities. The height of the Jinzishan west peak is 123.4 meters and that of the 
east peak is 84.0 meters. The visual perception areas are circles that centered on each apex 
of the two peaks. For west peak, radius is approximately 1400 meters at 5°, about 770m at 
9。，and 330m at 20°. That of the east peak is about 960m at 5°, 530m at 9°and 230 at 20°. 
103 
From the illustration in Figure 4.18, each round of visual perception area of the west peak 
almost includes that of the east peak at the same parameter except at 20°. Therefore, we 
chiefly discuss the division of the west peak and analyze its skyline visual quality. 
誦 
Figure 4.18 Jinzishan peaks visual quality scopes defined by elevation visual angles 
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By integrating the angle division with the data on visual sensibility maps (Figure 4.19) and 
consulting 3D simulations, Jinzishan massif skyline visual perception quality assessment is 
presented as following items (He, 2001): 
‘ Figure 4.19 Visibility of main characteristic points of massif skyline and its vertical landscape quality 
divisions 
I 
1. The space outside the 5° boundary needs not to be considered. It is because the massif 
visibility extends far north to the Zhongshansilu intersection. The accuracy of viewshed 
calculating around these locations is questionable because most of the related 
environmental buildings are omitted. The west part of Bo'ailu is also neglected for the 
i ‘ 
same reason. 
2. In the region between 5° and 9� ’ the best locations to view the hill and the massif 
skyline are mapped in the following places: 
1) The northeast quarter of Bo'ailu and Dongyuanlu crossing, which is planned to be 
habitation zone. 
2) Zone B and F. Although only a small part of this area near Bo'ailu can see the 
complete skyline, but a narrow region that can pick up the significant form of the 
Jinzishan which consists of the two peaks and saddle spreads the full length of this 
block. Furthermore, the whole Zone B and the entire Zone F except the southwest 
i Case Study 
comer can observe the two peaks at the same time. Since the south part of Zone F 
already belongs to the range of 9° to 20°, the impression of skyline is not 
significant in this comer. So visual landscape protection of these two areas should 
I be handled with care in further development, 
i 
I 3) Zone A. Two third of this area is in the range of best quality of skyline vision. The 
i both peaks can be seen in the whole region. The scenery looked out from the 
I • i northeast comer is not so good although the two peak and the saddle are within 
sight, for here the perception angle has exceeded 9°. 
I 4) Zone C and D, the street park area. The visual quality of Zone C nowadays is 
perfect because of the open area in Zone A. Compared with the opposite side of 
j . I Qiwandao, the skyline vision is likely to be impaired by the construction in Zone A. 
Thus visual corridors should be left out in future development to keep in with the 
skyline scenery. 
5) The Baishichong Bridge (Figure 4.20). The bridge is an urban spatial knot, and is 
located in the region with perfect skyline vision. It can serve as a visual corridor.  
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Figure 4.20 Jinzishan scenery on Baishichong Bridge on Bo'ailu 
3. In the region above 20°, the skyline character disappears. The saddle part can only be 
seen from the road. Details on the hillside and the future tunnel sceneries should be 
！ 
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： Horizontal visual angles and 
surrounding visual perception a t e ' ^ 
According to different view positions, '' 
v a — s requirements of evaluation, 丨: 
丨：：::：： 
� f different orientations and 十 化 
constructions are discussed in the 〜 寸 一 ~ 乂: \ 
产 ” /V 
: case study (Figure 4.21): ,严掷一广、 
Figure 4.21 Location of different skylines 4 ' ;#��t� 、 戏 � � �： ‘ ？、）、、 尸途知輕 
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the most characteristic part of ‘ westPeak'sky^ 
Jinzishan skyline, consists of the ^ ；^ \ . .一. �� \ 
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； Case Study 
3. Expanded Skyline 2，the extended Appropriate Skyline with the addition of east 
remains. 
4. Max (Maximum) Skyline, comprised by Appropriate Skyline and Dawangling. 
,！ 5. West Peak Skyline, extends in north-south direction. 
I 6. Northeast Skyline, from the north foot of the west peak to the bottom of the east peak, 
j • 
‘ . ! 
i . 
( 
Based on the ergonomics data, the visual scope in certain horizontal view angle or the 
scenery width is defined by the horizontal length of the line between the two ends of every 
] skyline. High quality in visual perception is restricted between 30degrees to 70 degrees. And 
60 degrees is regarded as one of the critical value. Crescent areas are demarcated according 
I to these parameters (Figure 4.22). 
I -
Here are the conclusions of visual perception quality analysis of different skylines. They are i 
i derived from viewshed mapping and integrated overlay analysis of the skylines (He, 2001) 
(Figure 4.23): 
Figure 4.23 Overlay analysis through skyline visual sensibility and skylines horizontal visual quality 
division 
1. For Appropriate Skyline, the observing regions within horizontal high visual quality 
areas can be divided into four parts. Area on north of Tiyulu 體育路 is excluded 
because of the calculating errors. 
！ 
m * 1) Zimaling Park and its hillside. This part serves as the visual communicator 
* between Jinzishan and Zimaling, the two main green lands and important natural m 
ms 
] elements in urban landscape structure. The potential impairment to the visual 
km 
m 
f linkage by the development of south side should be considered in planning. 
I 2) There is a visual corridor running from south to north through the entire Zone A 
1 < 
i (Figure 4.24). Here this skyline is revealed completely. This corridor also lies 
丨 
* Figure 4.24 Overlay analysis of Jinzishan skyline visual perception. Scopes of west peak vision are 
I illustrated. And the double peaks skyline vision can be work out through overlaying operations. 
； within the range of high horizontal visual quality. Special planning is 
J recommended in further developments. 
3) Zone C owns perfect vision to west peak. More than 95 percent of this region can 
i see the distinguished twin peaks and saddle, and 75 percent can observe the entire 
； skyline of Jinzishan massif (Figure 4.24). There is also a virtual visual corridor 
lb 
: from Zone C to the middle of Zone A. Part of this corridor can be preserved in the 
1 
I further developments, 
i 
* 4) As mentioned in last item, middle area of Zone A owns the best visual quality to 





enjoy the beauty of this skyline.. 
1. The full vision of Extended Skyline 1 or 2 is proved to be inexistent through the visible 
region overlaying. But compared with the visual perception of the Appropriate Skyline, 
i ‘ the extension parts can conclude: 
I 1) In west part of Zone C, one can see a relatively complete skyline including the foot 
of the west peak. This enhances the significance of the landscape on the west end.. 
2) The right northeast comer of Zone A is the best location to view the skyline. But 
the demand of open space may conflict with the construction developments. 
3) In a strip sweeping from Zone E to Zone B, one can see the east remains of 
Jinzishan and the chief part of Dawangling. Especially, the Baishichong Bridge lies 
1 on the strip and can achieve a perfect view (see Figure 4.20). Therefore, its natural 
visual landscape sustainability should be given full recognition. 
2. The Maximum Skyline does not exist in visual landscape either. On the other hand, the 
I 
limit of 70° horizontal view angle already exceeds most of the reasonable visual regions 
i of other skylines. Further more, consulting to the data of elevation angle, it is also out  109 
of the boundary of 5° visual perception to the west peak. Estimated through such 
information, its visual quality is quite low because of the hollowness in visual 
perception. 
3. The West Peak Skyline is only impressive in limited directions (Figure 4.24). The 
crossing of Chengguilu and No.24 Road is outside the best visual perception scope. The 
visual landscape evaluation of this skyline on this crossing is also poor, (see Table 4.1). 
Another considered viewpoint is the proposed Sunwen Memorial Plaza in front of the 
current park. Most of this skyline can be seen in the plaza. But the visual quality is also 
lowered by the far distance. 
4. Northeast Skyline is a special instance. Although valuable visual regions of horizontal 
and vertical angles overlay a great deal in this direction, but the saddle between the 
peaks is almost invisible. Therefore, the character of the Jinzishan skyline is ambiguous. 
Only a strip of area that extends from Zone E to the north part of Zone B can witness 
the saddle. Baishichong Bridge acts the knot of visual landscape perception again. 
i Case Study 
4.5 Planner's Review and Physical Project Application 
The body and conclusion of the Jinzishan case study have been compiled to report to 
Zhongshan Planning Bureau (He, 2001). Section 4.3 and 4.4 present the supporting 
information for practical planning in this report. Planners of the Zhongshan Planning Bureau 
valued this information for decision making for its reliability of its supporting function in 
practical landscape design and planning of the Jinzishan region (He, et al, Feb 24 2001; 
Zhongshan CCP School New Buildings Designing Judging Panel, Mar 13 2001). The system 
design was also agreed by those people. They declared that this system can satisfy the 
planning requirements in China, and it is especially in great value to the examination 
procedures of a new development planning (He et al, Feb 24 2001). 
The experienced planners of the Zhongshan Planning Bureau also expressed their further 
expectations of this system. The complexity of the software operations of the visual impact 
assessment program is declared to be the greatest hamper to its practical application. Further • " “ ” � 
development is required to module minor operations of transactions. The user interface is 
also need to be customized into more friendly style. They also intended to apply this system 
to provide solutions in concrete indexes such as building height control or the visual 
corridors exact width measurement. The system prototype was recommend to be tested by 
more practical planning cases participation (He et al, Feb 24 2001). 
The author was invited to evaluate the first stage designing projects of Zhongshan Chinese 
Communist Party School as a member of the judging panel. The site of this design 
competition is in the north half of the Zone B. The research team of CUHK judged the 
viewshed situations of different building types in four projects of this competition (Figure 
4.25). And the conclusion of Jinzishan skyline visual perception presented in section 5.4 was 
adopted as basic regulations to stipulate this development. The analysis showed the 
requirement to preserve a visual corridor in the west brim of the site. Thanks to all the 
specialists especially Prof. WANG Jianguo, the head of the judging panel, this conclusion 
！ 
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This context manifests that the study has considerable potential in the system application 
and research content. It also reveals shortcomings and arise questions in the research 
program and case study. Three criteria, which are the basic justifications of this critical 
review, are indicated previously in the thesis topic: technical efficiency of the CAD system; 
reliability, sensibility and validity of the visual analysis; and the flexibility of the system 
applied in the Visual Sustainability analysis and China urban planning profession. 
5.1 Accomplishment of the research 
112 System application —Ife 
This system firstly offers scientific and reliable references for the planning supporting. Such 
kind of planning and visual analysis used to base on manual operation or even surmise in 
China. The GIS technology promises the accuracy, validity and reliability of this system. 
Secondly, this system proposes simple analysis procedures for the practical application. One 
approach is to use limited parameters of visual angle to simulate the optical character. 
Another one attempts to handle the proverbial problem of the complicacy in landscape 
elevation, that is, the introduction of the qualitative description criteria from formal aesthetic 
model, which avoids the complicate classifying or quantifying LE program. 
Besides this system also cooperates with other technologies in the application of planning. 
For example, user interfaces, like dialogue boxes, are employed to determine many 
parameters. The above-mentioned VIA method and vector result output are also efforts to 
accommodate the custom or actuality of practical planning in China. 
Conclusion 
System content 
The potential of the use of GIS is demonstrated in the conjunction of system function of 
viewshed calculation, overlay operation and 3D simulation. Visibility and overlay analysis 
are conventional GIS solutions in planning supporting. The amalgamation of these two 
methodologies offers the maximum possibility in 2D mapping analyzing technique. Such 
analysis function, in conjunction with 3D simulation, is valuable for the system application 
both in design and management. The results of the mapping and simulation are combined as 
the evidence of judgment in human experts' descriptive landscape evaluation. Since most of 
the GlS-generated 3D visual simulation is simply for evaluation result or data presentation 
(Faust, 1995)，this conjunction within evaluation procedure is an innovative methodology. 
The LE model is special in that it combines quantitative visibility assessment with 
qualitative formal aesthetic description, contrasted with former CAD or GIS-based VIA 
桑 systems, which normally ostracize subjective manual evaluation (Wherrett, 1996). The 
quantitative assessment defines the exact contents in evaluated scenery. Then the landscape “ ^ ^ ^ 
quality of this scenery is directly evaluated through classical manual judgment of planner or 
expert. This model integrates the advantage of numerical and descriptive aesthetic review 
and reduces the intricacy of both methods. In addition, the conjunction of the finite 
numerical viewshed calculation and the qualitative subjective expert judgment are superior 
to the classical manual-dominant planning practice in China. 
This system can also serve as a substitute of preliminary assessment of site perceiving or 
planning prediction. The accuracy and reliability of this system ensure these functions' 
effectivity. Comparing the computer-generated results with local calibration studies, it may 
be possible to educe reasonable assessments of any absolute new area under the condition of 
insufficient data obtainment, limited financial resources, or tight schedule, without actual 
site study or even without site photos. And the prediction of development assessment, 
nevertheless, is dependable. It is especially valuable for China urban planning since many 
i detriments in large-scale landscapes are the sequence of lacking proper prediction. For 
example, in the Jinzishan case study, the planned Superior Court Building will erase the best 
Co 门 elusion 
visual quality to Jinzishan near the crossing of Bo'ailu and Qiwandao (B2). This kind of 
prediction can only be foreseen realizingly through dependable scientific methodology like 
this system (Figure 5.1). This system only misplays when lacking sufficient topography and 
construction data input or omitting building establishment. 
_ 
Figure 5.1 Comparison of Bo'ailu-Qiwandao intersection visual analysis in development prediction (above 
map and right image) and actuality (below map and left photo): shows that the Jinzishan visual 
landscape is largely blocked by the planned Superior Court Building. 
Conclusion 
5.2 Shortcomings, problems and further opportunities 
Shortcomings in system architecture 
The largest defect of this system occurs in the technical cooperation among different 
components of analysis. As described in section 3.4, the technical supporting consists of 
CAD data processing, GIS-based 3D conversion and analysis, 3D simulation and other 
media presentation, and GIS output to CAD system. Their cooperation involves in the 
shortcoming of each procedure that caused by the limitation of human resource, time, and 
technical ability. 
The primal data processing can be operated by draftsman following the established 
principles, and then adopted into the 3D conversion program. Many efforts, such as 
modifying layers classification into elements' attribute variety, have been taken to reduce the 
inconvenience in transformation. And the cooperation capability of CAD and GIS system 
needs further improvements. For example, the building height digitalizing is far easier in 115 
AutoCAD than in ArcView software whereas this system does not develop any suitable 
script amendment. We use the ArcView internal function of manual assignment in attribute 
table, and thus depress the efficiency of system operation. 
It is also on normal ArcView internal functions that GIS-based analyses of this system 
proceed, except special technical efforts in viewshed and part of overlay operations (Zhang 
et al, 2001), Furthermore, the Data Management System (DMS) of ArcView software (ESRI, 
1996) automatically arranged the data management. Since there is no special adaptation in 
this GIS purposed DMS, the accessional data input, the selected data output and special data 
arrangement might encounter resistances in particular CAD or practical planning usage. 
Additionally, this system is embarrassed by the fragmentation of system inter-cooperation. 
Partly owing to the above-mentioned technical cooperation problems, almost every 
procedure works discretely. Therefore, this prototype system is still far from a stylized 
program. Furthermore, automatic operation in fixed data processing, or analysis operation, 
Conclusion 
such as scripts for contour elevation assignment and visibility operation, needs to develop in 
programming. And the lack of friendly-user interfaces also aggravates the difficulty to 
manipulate the integrated system operation. 
Application problems in case study 
There are also several problems in the system practical application during the case study. 
Some of them are derivative of the restriction of 3D modeling. And the LE and VIA program, 
in which conventional models are adopted, bring some deficiency on the reliability and 
efficiency of the system. 
In 3D modeling process, the largest difficulty is how to define the abstractive level of of 
topographical and building information. In section 4.2 and appendix 11’ the classification of 
different building condition and the scale of data adoption has been mentioned. Although 
their abstraction is regularly in hierarchical presenting scales, it is still hard to set universal 
principle to determine the accuracy and adequacy of these information. Especially when 116 
dealing with building data, not only the process that classifies building types into different 
categories is totally based on experience and thus almost subjective, but also the 
V 
consequences of such classification, for example, the construction detail representation or 
the neglect of building distribution, can influence the precision of visual perception 
simulation. 
Another modeling problem is the intrinsic imperfection of TINs model. The automatic 
computer-generated TINs through ArcView software still contains errors so as to depress its 
accuracy. And the constructed TINs are also hard to modify. Such predicament can be 
smoothed by the improvement of the supporting software. In addition, because of the 
differences of data format and data structure between ArcGIS and normal CAD system, it is 
also difficult to export complicated CAD 3D building model into GIS operation. 
Enhancing the quality of model presentation can help the reality of the virtual environment. 
i . 
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But introducing terrain texture mapping and real 3D block model of building will greatly 
enlarge the data magnitude and slow down the procedure of computation. For professional 
users, the abstract environment model is efficient enough to grasp essential recognition in 
presentation and communication. But when the system extends to those users without 
relevant professional training background, the reality in 3D model simulation is absolutely 
necessary. 
Considering its ingenerate deficiency in reliability, the formal aesthetic model adopted in LE 
and VIA of this system arouses the doubt on the result of landscape evaluation. This 
situation is aggravated by the implementation of descriptive and subject scenic evaluation 
based on expert's personal experience. Other reliability suspicions exist in some idiographic 
analysis methodologies, for example, the approach of combing static visibility to assess 
integrated dynamic visual sequence. 
Potential development approaches 117 
In addition to the immediate corrections to these misplays, this context proposes further 
development directions in respect of improving requirement for the shortages as well as the 
demanding of the original system design strategies. 
This prototype system can be easily amended by adding data and function extensions within 
the system framework. For example, remote sensing data is extensively used in landscape 
evaluation and landscape presentation (Wherrett, 1996). And other kinds of LE and VIA 
models and output models can be increased. Since this system only makes little alternation 
in system development, such internal supporting function of GIS or CAD can be applied 
easily, and improve the system's performance flexibly. 
Furthermore, there are other prospective developments beyond the original system 
framework. The first is the need to mature the system according to the requirements of DSSs. 
Go 门 elusion 
In DSSs application, GIS used to provide the inventory technology of the predictor variables, 
and consequently the scenic beauty impacts. It also provides the underlying spatial and 
temporal database for inventory and prediction of the visual resource under changing 
landuse conditions (Bishop and Hull, 1991). More integrated functions of GIS are demanded 
to provide more flexibility to enhance the practicability of DSSs. Secondly, the system needs 
to be open for user adaptation. Since the character of Chinese planning practice always 
differs from the predefined models, and moreover, some LE models are also restricted to 
particular landscape types (Daniel and Vining, 1983), the system should have the capability 
to adapt to practical use. 
The application of this system also raises some questions regarding future research, which 
conversely provide opportunity for potential progress. 
Since the descriptive LE methodology is subjective and not numerical, although it is 
convenient in practical application, the trustworthiness of VIA system is abated. Therefore, it 
appeals for the quantitative surrogate method. But it is disputable whether the improvement " "彻 
on accuracy through the quantitative tools application economically compensates the time 
and resource consuming in practice. Furthermore, the formal aesthetic LE models are 
� 
assumed to be seriously deficient in sensitivity and reliability (Daniel and Vining, 1983)，so 
more dependable methods, such as psychophysical model, may be employed. Herein arises 
assumptions about their effects to the cooperation with actual planning operation, whether 
there are more proper solutions to integrate the numerical visibility results to LE based on 
physical characteristics, and how planners should apply mathematical perceptual judgments 
to practical work? 
The system bears another potential in its output for planning reference. Currently, the output 
consists of descriptive scenic quality evaluation and digital spatial controlling data in vector, 
which seems to accommodate to the actuality in China urban planning program. But 
physical results only derived from particular case studies. On the other hand, the open-ended 
system, which is neither rigorous in output format nor extensive in output application, is 
censured by professionals (He et al, Feb 24 2001). As a result, fixed output model is 
I 
1 Gonclusio 门 
jI 
i . M demanded for the ripe system. What will be the permanent themes of these results? How will 1 I their flexibility and extensibility adapt to substantial cases? The structure of this model is 
I also censorable on the cooperation between digital and qualitative data. And if it is 
i. 
I incongruent, what will the proper structure be? 
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Appendix I. Comparative Table of Eight Sceneries of Yangcheng of Past 
Dynasties * 
SUBSTANCE SCENERY TYPES** NAMES OF SCENERIES 
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Haizhu I .; ~L' 
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Pazhou .; .; I ~Jtm 
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Yuzhu I ~ .~. 20[[1; ?::::, :.~: : ,': ;; ;:: ';.~:.: ;:;'::;':::< 
Iron .; .; .; ~ 
Bridge 
Baietan I .; I ~ 
Baiyun- Landscape .; " I ~ ~~ ~ OO'~ ~ ~ 
shan 
.; 
Mountain JuhuLake ~ 
Waterfall I .; ¥iIIB w • WB_ WB. 
Temple I .; 
- - -Guangxiao Temple I I ~ 
Yuexiu- Landscape I .; ~ffl ~~ ,~ 
shan I 







Yuexiu I I .; .; f!5~ 
Park 
I , 
lingzhoushanMountain I ~ 
Grotto in Wuxian Temple I I f,~ Eil1SlnJ 
Fanshan Hill I I ~ 
Yaozhou Lake I .; ~ 
Wells of Qilin I ~ 
Xianggang Hill I §Mm 
Lizhiwan Lake I I I hJMj~ 
m 
» Appendices 
: Yushan Hill / ^ I H ^ 
� Fuqiu island relic ~ 7 ~ 
‘ Xiqiaoshan Mountain 丁 -J 西 
� Flowers culdvatioQ fields 丁 
场 ^ ― ^ ― ^ ^ ^ ― — - ^ ^ ― ^ ^ ― 營 The Temple of the Six " 7 T ~ tWM 
„ Banyan Trees  
- Plum blossom of Luogang 
Memorial to Martyrs in 丁 細細 _細 f Guangzhou Uprising  
‘ Dongshanhu Lake ^ ^ ^ ^ 
‘ Huangpu Harbor 黃纖 
Mausoleum of the 7 2 T ^ ^ 
Martyrs ： 
‘ Sun Yat-sen Memorial Hall 7 ~ 
: Modem building groups 
, South China Botanical ~ 7 ~ ~T~ 繊琳 
i Garden  
^ Ancestral Temple of 丁 
1 the Chen Family  
I Lianhuashan Mountain -J 
The Grand World 了 
Sceneries Park  
Flying Dragon World 
Play Field  
I Dongfang Amusement , W ^ ^ 
I Park  i: Xiguan Commercial Area ^ T 
Notes: 121 
\ * Source: 
\ 1. Guangdong Province Cartographic Publishing House 廣東省地圖出版社（eds.), 2000.廣 
i 州導遊圖.Guangzhou: Guangdong Province Cartographic Publishing House. 
: 2. Guangzhou Information Center 廣州市信息中心，1999.名城史話. 
http://www.gz.gov.cn/html/third/mcsh.htm  
3. Office Work Decision-making Services Center for Guangzhou Chief Administrative 
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Appendix II. Raw Data Resources of the Jinzishan Case Study* 
Name Scale Dimen- Copy File Utilization Scopes Notes 
sions Format Format  
Digitalized existing 1:10000 2D Digital dwg Typography 
circumstances maps of modeling and most 
Zhongshan central of the building 
urban region shape conversion 
and modeling 
Existing circumstances 1:500 2D/3D Digital dwg Pivotal area 






Comprehensive 1:10000 2D Digital dwn Road system Including the 
planning drawings of locating and subtitle of 
Zhongshan central ftmction zoning existing land use 
urban region for the information condition, master 
period of 1998 to 2010 adopting plan, planning " ； 122 
structure, green * -
system, urban 
planning 
�� guidance, and 
public facilities 
Record drawing of 1:500 2D Digital dwg Inputting spatial 
urban planning of year data of new 2000 buildings  
Newly developed Various 2D Paper/ dwg New buildings or 
projects drawings digital proposed 
constructions data 
inputting 
Official planning Various 2D Paper Including text 
documents of instructions and 
Zhongshan central planning 
urban region during the drawings 
period of 1998 to 2010 
(Zhongshan Planning 
Bureau and Zhongshan 
Planning and Design 
Institute, 1998) J  
Note: * All of these documents are provided by the Planning Bureau of Zhongshan. 
Appendices 
Appendix III. List of AutoCAD Blueprint Layer System of Jinzishan Case 
Study 
Content of the Primal Innovated layer Drawing Type of Notes 
layer layer name name category primal 
data < 
Boundary of Aid Nil Newly 
study area added  
Building Jian Building _a Relief General 
actuality maps actuality  
Buildings Buildings Nil Newly Transferred from 
adopted in added relief maps and other 
analysis raw data types. 
Land for U1 Civisim_p Planning Master plan 
municipal drawings 
facilities  
Ordinary Shou Contour Relief General 
contour lines maps actuality  
Contour units Ji Contour—Unit Relief General 
maps actuality  
Adjusting data Countour_adjust Nil Newly Contour modification 1 2 3 
of contour lines added  
Reserved Y1 Future_p Planning Master plan 
developing land > drawings  
Public green G Greenl_public_p Planning Green 
drawings system 
Protecting green G21 Green2_protect_p Planning Green 
drawings system 
Ecological G3 Green3—ecology_p Planning Green 
protecting green drawings system  
Coordinates Gw Grid Relief General 
square grid maps actuality  
Industry land Ml Industry_p Planning Master plan 
drawings 
Other marks Zhi Mark一a Relief General 
maps actuality 
Pipeline and Guan Pipe_a Relief General 
cable maps actuality  
Municipal office CI Publicl_ojfice_p Planning Public 
land drawings services 




finance land drawings services  
Culture and C3 Public3_culture_p Planning Public i 
I entertainment drawings services 
land  
I Medical health C5 Public5_medical_p Planning Public 
land drawings services 
I Education and C6 Public6_education_p Planning Public 
• i 
I scientific drawings services . 
research land  
i Middle school Mschool Public?jniddleschoo Planning Public 
land I _p drawings services 
Post and C8 Public8_mail_p Planning Public 
telecommunicati drawings services 
onsland  
Sports facility C4 Pulbic4—sports_p Planning Public 
land drawings services 
I  
j Railway -road Railway Planning Master plan 
drawings 
Habitation land R Residence_p Planning Master plan 
drawings 
Road in Lu Road_a Relief General 
actuality maps actuality  
Road in -r Road_p Planning Master plan 1 2 4 
planning drawings  
Special function D1 Speical_p Planning Master plan 
i land � drawings  
Storage land WJ Storage_p Planning Master plan 
drawings  
Visual a n a l y s i s V i e w a i d Nil Newly Visual lines or visual 
aiding added regions  
Village E Village_p Planning Master plan 
drawings 
Water body Shui Water_a Relief General 
maps actuality 
Water body in -2 Water_p Planning Master plan 
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